ABSTRACT
PARK, YOUNGHEE. Network and Host Based Countermeasures against Large-scale
Networked Compromised Systems or Malicious Software. (Under the direction of Douglas
S. Reeves.)
Botnets, a network of compromised hosts (i.e. bots), pose serious threats to the
Internet. In spite of substantial efforts to address the issue, botnets are dramatically
spreading via various Internet protocols. Botnets carry out miscreant activities on the
Internet through command and control (C&C) channels. A botnet is triggered by malicious messages (i.e. bot commands) issued by a remote attacker (botmaster). In addition,
it consists of a huge number of bots and works together as a network. It is a challenge
to detect bots and to mitigate the threats from botnets.
In this dissertation, first, an adaptive timing-based active watermarking methods are
presented, which these methods can trace back a botmaster starting from the victims.
The probabilistic watermarking scheme embeds a unique message (watermark) by manipulating the timing difference between a pair of selected packets. However, deliberate
timing jitter and packet reconstruction (i.e. repacketization) at the intermediate hosts
greatly reduce the scheme’s effectiveness. The adaptive watermarking scheme adapts a
watermark to the timing characteristics of the traffic being traced according to measured
traffic timing and packet sizes. The experimental results show that the two new schemes
are more robust than the probabilistic watermarking scheme at identifying the attack
origin when timing jitter.
Second, this dissertation proposes a new method for identifying the high-level commands (i.e. bot commands) executed by bots. The method uses runtime monitoring
of bot execution to capture and analyze runtime call behavior. This method is based
on that bots have distinct behavior patterns when they perform pre-programmed bot
commands. The pattern is shown in that commands aiming to achieve the same results
have very similar API call behavior in bot variants, even when they are from different
bot families. The patterns are characterized by sequences of common API calls at regular
intervals. In this dissertation, the new run-time monitoring is implemented by user-level
hooking. The method is evaluated with real bot instances. In the experiments, the proposed method successfully identified the executed bot commands with a success rate of
97%. The ability of the method to identify bot commands despite the use of execution

obfuscation is also addressed.
Third, an automated approach is proposed to generate common semantic patterns
for bot detection. The initial detection of bots, i.e. autonomous malicious programs,
is crucial for timely identification of botnets. Unlike previous approaches, this method
is intended to find one pattern that accurately represents the important behavior of an
entire class of bots, rather than of individual instances. The method uses static analysis
to characterize bot programs and hierarchical clustering of the resulting semantic patterns
from a set of bot programs. The goal is to identify critical, common semantic patterns
that represent the functions of an entire class of malware. Before clustering of subsets
of malicious programs, a pre-classification of all the malicious programs is performed
to mine accurate patterns. This method has been prototyped and evaluated on realworld malicious bot software. With automatic settings of parameters, this approach can
achieve more than 90% detection rates and less than 2% false positive rates on a large
set of malicious programs and non-malicious executables, respectively.
Finally, a new method to construct a common behavioral graph representing the execution behavior of a family of malware instances is proposed. This method generates one
common behavioral graph by clustering a set of individual behavioral graphs, which represent the usage pattern of system calls and kernel objects with their attributes. Through
dynamic analysis, the behavioral graph is based on traces of system call executions and
their parameter values. The resulting common behavioral graph has a common path,
called HotPath, which is observed in all the malware instances in the same family. The
proposed method shows, in most cases, more than 95% detection rates and close to 0%
false positive rates. The derived common behavioral graph is highly scalable regardless
of new instances added. It is moderately robust against system call attacks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
High complexity of technologies on the Internet has become a favorite target for attackers
since home PC users and small businesses frequently ignore security issues. Skillful
attackers easily spread malicious programs by exploiting vulnerabilities for their profits.
Moreover, the high-speed networks has brought on new strategies of attacks against
network systems.
Recently, the most common and efficient threats are based on using more than hundreds of compromised hosts, so-called botnets. The infected hosts are usually controlled
and managed via command and control (C&C) channels using Internet protocols, such
as IRC, P2P, HTTP, etc., at the same time [49, 44, 31, 48, 46]. Botnets have recently
become the main source of all network threats: DDoS, spam, identity theft, phishing, etc.
In addition, the number of botnets is estimated to range from approximately millions to
billions [84, 35]. It is challenging to develop a unique defense method against botnetdriven threats since botnet problems are mutually related to various fields: networks,
systems, and software, etc. Furthermore, attackers always devise new ways to evade the
existing countermeasures.
This chapter first introduce characteristics of bots or botnets. After that, important
research challenges are also discussed to develop effective countermeasures against botnetdriven threats. Finally, the proposed methods in this dissertation are briefly reviewed
with contributions.

1

1.1

Botnets or Bots

A botnet is a system that remotely controls malicious programs (bots) running on compromised hosts. A bot is autonomous malicious software, and it is a subcategory of
backdoor trojans that provides attackers with remote unauthorized access and control
of infected computers. Furthermore, a group of networked bots become more powerful
army to launch serious attacks in the world. Botnets are now a major source of network
threats, including DDoS, spam, identity theft, click fraud, phishing, etc. Botnets are still
rapidly proliferating by adapting new protocols, such as HTTP and peer-to-peer protocols, rather than by using IRC protocol [49]. The cumulative size of botnets is estimated
to be more than millions of hosts. Due to the huge number of botnets and the evolving
botnet protocols, it is impossible to detect and to delete all bots and botnets on the
Internet.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of botnets. If the C&C server uses IRC protocol to
control botnets, the structure of the botnet is a IRC-based botnet. However, recently,
P2P and HTTP protocols have been commonly used to overcome the single-point failure
in IRC-based botnets. From now, we show an example of IRC-based botnets based
on this figure with Figure 1.2. As shown in this figure, there are many compromised
hosts (bots) infected by malicious programs (malware). After installing a bot, the bot is
connected to an IRC server and joins the control channel with a password indicated in the
malicious programs. The remote attacker issues a conduct of code (i.e. bot command)
through the C&C server. The bots which receive the bot commands in the botnet carry
out this commands on their own compromised machines. After executing the commands,
they may send back the result of the commands executions. The command can include
a variety of attacks on a target (victim) on the Internet, such as DDoS, spam, etc.
The botmaster can also move the bots easily to new servers by using a dynamic DNS
technique, which links a domain name to a dynamic IP address. Because of the dynamic
DNS service, the botmaster can keep the bots under control even after the detection of
the server.
Based on a IRC-based botnet, Figure 1.2 shows that SDBot executes a bot command,
sysinfo, which accesses the system information of the local host. The botmaster, the
owner of the channel, creates one IRC channel, named “SDbotTestChan”, to be joined
by SDBot. The SDBot at the compromised host automatically connects to the hardcoded IRC server on a predefined port number (e.g. 6667) in SDBot binaries. After that,
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Figure 1.1: Structure of Botnets

it also joins “SDbotTestChan” channel. The botmaster sends bot commands through
the IRC server, and the bot in the channel receives the commands and executes them
and replies to the server with the result, as shown in this figure. Other botnets using
different protocols have a similar basic structure with this IRC-based bonnet shown in
this example.

1.2

Research challenges in Botnets

Bots or Botnets have many unique characteristics which make them different from other
existing problems. First, botnets have C&C channels on the Internet to communicate and
to be managed by the botmaster. Second, bots perform bot commands which periodically
issued by a remote botmaster. The botmaster spreads bots both directly and indirectly.
Direct techniques exploit vulnerabilities of operating systems or services. Indirect attacks
employ malicious software, such as malformed HTML files exploiting Internet Explorer
vulnerabilities and distributing malware. Direct attacks are usually automated with the
use of worms, the malicious programs. All worms have to search the sub-networks for
vulnerable systems for the injection of the bot software.
The problems with worms and bots have many common aspects, but the features
are somewhat different [118]. Worms are self-propagating. Worms can use one or more
remote exploits to compromise a vulnerable victim hosts via the Internet. From the com-
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Figure 1.2: An example of the execution of a bot command (”sysinfo“) for SDBot in
IRC-based Botnets

promised hosts, the worms launch the pre-programmed same attacks on other vulnerable
hosts reachable by the Internet. Therefore, worms could be very destructive and virulent
due to their automated nature. The estimated financial loss caused by three well-known
worms (Code Red, Nimda and Slammer) exceeded four billion dollars in 2001 [129].
On the other hand, botnet problems focus on malicious remote control on a large set
of compromised hosts through the established command and control channels. These
command and control channels can be established through worms, Trojan Horses , Backdoors, etc. Botnets consists of a group of remotely control computers. Collectively, under
the control of C&C servers, botnets become powerful and effective slave computing assets
that can be rented for illegal activities such as phishing attacks, stealing users private
information, sending spam, and launching large-scale DDoS attacks. Therefore, the targets of the threats can be different; however, the physical malware programs causing the
problems are the same.
It is challenging to make the Internet survive from any botnet-driven attacks. Here
is the list of the research issues to be carefully investigated [49, 44, 31, 84, 35, 70] .
1. Traceback to Botmaster: The detection of the botmaster is the first defense in
identifying C&C traffic in botnets, going from a victim back to a botmaster. The
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location of a botmaster is important since the botmaster is the origin of attacks.
However, the botmaster utilizes a proxy or more than one to issue bot commands
through a C&C server. Because of such chain of proxies, it is very difficult to trace
the botmaster back.
2. Bot Command Detection: The bot commands are a source of any malicious
activities on the Internet since the botmaster uses bot command to achieve his
goals. The detection of bot commands can provide many benefits; the goal of the
botmaster can be predicted, and the target (victim) can be identified.
3. Bot Detection: The bot detection is an obvious solution to avoid the botnetdriven threats. It is a basic problem to detect malicious software since bots are also
one type of malware.
4. Botnet Protocol Understanding: The bot writer tries to advance the communication protocol to be more stealthily than the previous protocol. Understanding
of the communication protocol in the botnet is an important task to take a timely
action.
5. C&C Channel Detection: The detection of the communication channels in botnets is a promising network-based solution to mitigate botnet-driven threats. By
identifying the C&C channels, the communication channel can be blocked and the
C&C server can be detected. Since the protocols to control botnets can be changed,
it is important to develop the detection methods of the C&C channels independent
of any protocols.
6. Botnet Phenomena Understanding: Understanding the size or the activities
of the current active botnets is directly helpful to bot detection. Furthermore, by
investigating the active botnets, right response can be activated on the Internet as
quickly as possible.
7. Mitigation against Botnet-driven Threats: As botnets are the main source
of all possible threats, such as DDoS, spam, phishing, etc., many researchers have
focused on specific mitigation methods for each of the threats.
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1.3

Overview of the Proposed Methods

This section briefly overviews the proposed methods against botnets to address the first
three challenging problems: Traceback to botmaster, bot command detection, and bot
detection.
To trace back a botmaster, an adaptive watermarking The new watermarking methods
aims to overcome limitations of the existing timing-based active watermarking schemes
in terms of random delays (timing perturbation). embed a watermark by manipulating
packet timing.
First, Chapter 3 proposes an adaptive watermarking scheme which requires fewer
packets to be embedded, and which is more tolerant to the distortions of deliberate
timing jitter. In essence, the watermark is adapted to the timing characteristics of
the traffic being traced. To control the adaptation of the watermark, the proposed
method uses measured traffic timing and measured packet sizes. The new watermarking
scheme has been evaluated using real SSH traffic. The results demonstrate that an
adaptive watermark can survive two to three times more timing jitter than any previous
watermarking method using the same amount of traffic, and that it uses half as many
packets with similar survivability.
Second, Chapter 4 proposes an identification system of bot commands, called BotTee,
which recognizes all specific bot behaviors at runtime. This approach is based on the
finding that bots have distinct behavior patterns when they perform pre-programmed
bot commands. The patterns are characterized by sequences of system calls at regular
intervals on a host. The experiments demonstrate that commands aiming to achieve
the same results are highly correlated in different bots and their variants, even in different bot families. BotTee can identify all specific bot behaviors by matching with a
previously-computed database of templates. The matching process is based on common
sub-sequences of system calls and correlation between the timings of those sub-sequences.
BotTee is implemented by user-level hooking and evaluated with real-world bot instances.
The results show that BotTee can recognize all specific bot behaviors with a 97% detection rate. Through careful monitoring of bot behaviors, it can identify the victims that
are targeted. Additionally, it is shown that the attacking behaviors, aimed at victims,
can be recognized even though command execution is obfuscated.
Third, Chapter 5 proposes a clustering method to find common semantic patterns in a
set of bots and their variants, which are autonomous malicious programs in malware. The
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new clustering method generates semantic patterns automatically for bot detection after
classifying all the malware into a set of groups showing similar behavior. Unlike previous
approaches, it is intended to find one pattern that accurately represents the important
behavior of an entire class of bots, rather than of individual instances. The common
patterns are robust against program obfuscation. The approach uses static analysis and
hierarchical clustering of the resulting semantic patterns. Experimental evaluation using
current bot software demonstrates the effectiveness of the method. Concise representations of malware behavior, or semantic patterns, are much harder to evade or obfuscate.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents a new method to construct a weighted common behavioral
graph representing the execution behavior of a family of malware instances. The method
is based on traces of system call execution by dynamic analysis. The common behavioral
graph presents the usage of system calls and kernel objects with the attributes. The
resulting common behavioral graph allows detection of variants in the same family, and it
has a common but unique subgraph, called HotPath, which is shared by all of the instances
in the same family. It is highly scalable and does not require expensive operations like
symbolic execution or memory tracing. It is also resilient against “noise”, which is from
a mis-classification of malware or system call attacks, when generating the common
behavioral graph. Experiments demonstrate it achieves better results than previously
proposed methods on recent malware instances.

1.4

Summary of Contributions

In this dissertation, we propose a variety of countermeasures against botnets or bots.
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows.
• The New Timing-based Watermarking Schemes: The new watermarking
schemes are more robust than the previous active timing-based watermarking schemes
in terms of timing perturbation. The schemes require a small number of packets to
be encoded.
• Bot Command Identification: The method first identifies bot commands based
on user-level hooking and correlation. The method is independent of used botnet
protocols.
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• Clustering Common Semantic Patterns: By using a data-mining approach
and static analysis, the proposed method automatically extracts common semantic
patterns with automated parameter settings and pre-classification of given training
sets. The clustering common semantic patterns also detect any variant of the
malware family. The method is resilient against program obfuscation.
• Common Behavioral Graph Generation: The common graph for runtime
behavior of a malware family is first generated by graph clustering and dynamic
analysis. The proposed method detects any variant of the malware family by using
the resulting common graph. In addition, the proposed method automatically finds
a unique subgraph (HotPath) that all the instances in the same family have.

1.5

Organization of Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background and reviews the existing work for Traceback, botnets, and malware. Chapter 3
presents a new watermarking scheme, which can be applied for tracing back botmaster. Chapter 4 shows the identification system of bot commands by user-level hooking.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively, describe two different schemes to generate common behavior through static analysis or dynamic analysis. These methods detect any
malware including bots. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation and discusses
possible directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter reviews the previous work in relation to traceback, botnet detection, and
malware detection. Each of them have been used as methods against botnet, all of them
will also be important to develop hybrid defense methods against the current largest
security threats.

2.1

Watermarking Scheme for Traceback

To launch attack, attackers have usually used intermediate hosts to make a series of
connections to hide their origin. Such connections can be staged by compromised intermediate hosts: stepping stones or zombies. A stepping stone is a compromised host, and
has a bi-directional connection for the attack traffic. In other words, by using SSH or
Telnet, attackers make real-time interactive connections in a chain of stepping stones,
called a stepping stone attack. The interactive connections on stepping stones introduce
a small delay, however dramatically change the packet stream over the chain of stepping
stones. However, the contents of the packets are essentially the same across stepping
stones if the connection is unencrypted. A zombie is also a compromised host that is
used to launch attack indirectly. The attack by a set of zombies is triggered by special
packets sent by remote attackers. The connections over the bots are unidirectional, so
the contents between the sending packets and the response packets are different.
A botnet (a network of system running bots), similar to a network of zombies, launches
attack by the member (bot) of the botnets after receiving the bot commands through
the C&C server. To hide the location of the botmaster, he also uses a chain of stepping
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stones to connect to the C&C server [87, 86]. The challenging problems for the traceback
of the stepping stone attack are consistent with the ones for the one of the botmaster: (1)
encryption, (2) random delay (timing perturbation), (3) bogus packets (chaff), (4) packet
reconstruction (repacketization), (5) packet reorder, and (6) flow split and merge [113].
The two following sections first describe the existing method to track the attack origin
through stepping stones. Next, we show a new method to trace botmaster back in
botnets.

2.1.1

Connection Correlation Techniques

Connection correlation techniques used to identify the origin of attacks through stepping
stones have been developed by using different features: host activity, packet content,
and packet timing. Host activity based approaches such as CIS [54] and DIDS [94] can
be easily destroyed because of the use of unreliable login information at each stepping
stone. With packet content based approaches such as Thumprinting [96], these techniques
cannot be applied to encrypted connections since they depends only on packet payload.
Among timing-based correlation approaches, ON/OFF-based [128], deviation [122],
and IPD-based [116] approaches passively observe inter-packet timing characteristics of
traffic which is preserved across all the stepping stone connections. In particular, the
passive packet-counting approach [17], which uses the difference of packet numbers in
certain time intervals, gives us theoretically polynomial upper bounds on the number of
packets needed to confidently detect stepping stones. However, these approaches cannot
completely tolerate timing perturbation although the ability of attackers’ evasion is limited in theory [39]. On the other hand, timing-based active watermarking approaches
can endure a certain degree of timing perturbation by actively delaying selected packets [114, 115]. Moreover, the probabilistic watermarking scheme can effectively identify
encrypted peer-to-peer VoIP calls with low-latency anonymous networks [111].

2.1.2

Probabilistic Watermarking Scheme

The work in this chapter is based on the probabilistic watermarking scheme in [115], and
the notations in this section will be used in later sections.
In this scheme, watermark w is embedded into outgoing traffic from a target by
manipulating the packet timing of some selected packets. First of all, the independently
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and randomly selected 2M distinct packets < Pk1 , Pk2 , ..., Pk2M > from given traffic <
P1 , P2 , ..., Pn > with time stamps of packets t1 , t2 , ... , tn respectively, are composed
of 2M packet pairs such as < Pki , Pki+d > (d ≥ 1, i = 1, .., 2M ), and the inter-packet
delay(IPD) is defined as ipdki = tki+d − tki (i = 1, ..., 2M ). Also, 2M IPDs are randomly
divided into two distinct packet groups: packet group 1(pg1) with ipd1,j and packet group
2(pg2) with ipd2,j (1 ≤ j ≤ M ). To embed a single watermark bit, the average difference
of M IPDs from pg1 and pg2 is used as in the Equation (2.1).
YM =

M
1 X
(ipd1,j − ipd2,j )
2M j=1

(2.1)

To embed a watermark bit 1, YM is increased by the predefined timing adjustment
A through increasing ipd1,j in pg1 by A and decreasing ipd2,j in pg2 by A. Reversely,
embedding a watermark bit 0 is performed by decreasing YM by A. Consequently, the
watermark bits can be decoded by checking the sign YM . The above process is repeatedly
performed as many times as the length of watermark bits L predetermines. Therefore,
each interactive stepping stone connection can be identified if a watermark is sufficiently
unique to distinguish watermarked flows from undetermined flows. All the watermark
parameter values in the Table 3.1 are fixed beforehand, and the values are covertly shared
by encoder and decoders.

2.1.3

Traceback to Botmaster

The primary difference from the previous tracing models is that the traffic volume is
extremely low from the bot to the botmaster. The interactive traffic in the previous
tracing models was able to assume that the packets are enough to be traced during
the duration of the connections. However, the assumption can be unable to hold the
tracing botmaster since the botmaster can rarely connect to C&C servers and he just
issues several commands through the servers. Because of very low volume of the traffic,
encoding a watermark by the previous methods requiring a lot of redundancy can not
be achievable. Therefore, the previous approaches may not be directly applied for the
traceback of the botmaster.
A new technique for the botmaster traceback was first proposed in [87, 86]. This
scheme intentionally inserts arbitrary characters to the outgoing botnet messages at the
application layer. The length difference of selected pairs of packets is utilized to encode
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and to decode a watermark. This method uses PRNG (pseudo random number generator)
to select a pair of packets. In other words, this method adjusts the length of randomly
selected pairs of packets according a watermark bit. However, this method cannot be used
when traffic is encrypted. Thus, they also slightly modified this method when selecting
a pair of packets. In detail, the watermarked packets are sent out at specific intervals
based on PRNG. The departure time for encoding and decoding, is chosen by PRNG
within a certain tolerance of the time deviation. This approach has an advantage in that
the number of packets required is smaller than the previous methods. However, when
the packet size is changed due to nature effects like repacketization, this method can fail
to trace a botmaster back.

2.2

Detection and Mitigation of Botnets

Recent research against botnets is largely divided into a network-based approach and a
host-based approach. There are many challenging issues: bot detection, botnet-driven
threats mitigation, botmaster tracing, C&C channel detection, botnet phenomena understanding, etc.
Many network-based botnet detection schemes have been proposed in recent years.
Felix [44], Evan [31] and Moheeb [84] investigated botnet dynamics. Felix [44] suggested
a method to mitigate DDoS attacks from botnet by shutting down a centralized C&C
server. Moheeb [84] thoroughly examined botnet behaviors by tracking IRC botnets
through IRC protocol and DNS tracking techniques. All the above works employed honeypots to collect bot binaries that infiltrate active botnets on the Internet. In addition,
David [35] studied global diurnal behaviors of botnets through DNS sinkholing technique.
Guofei proposed three schemes to observe network-level botnet behaviors for the detection of C&C channels: BotHunter [48], BotSniffer [49] and BotMiner [47]. BotHunter [48]
passively detected bots by using IDS-driven dialog correlation to match host behaviors
according to a user-defined bot infection cycle model. BotSniffer [49] is a network-based
anomaly detection system used to identify botnet C&C channels in a local area network
(LAN). It is based on the fact that bots within the same botnet have spatial-temporal
correlation and similarity. In detail, bots in the same botnet are involved in the same
fraudulent activity and the same communication. In a similar context, BotMiner [47]
detects a C&C channel that it perform cross-cluster correlations to identify the hosts
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that share similar communication patterns and similar malicious activity patterns. This
network-based botnet detection is a first work liberated from protocol and structure for
botnets. Rishi [46] proposed a signature-based IRC botnet detection system by identifying IRC bot nickname patterns and IRC NICK messages which have a possibility to come
from a bot. However, it might be a cumbersome work due to frequent change of DNS
entries and the patterns for nickname and NICK messages. An anomaly-based botnet detection algorithm [15] was presented by combining IRC statistics and TCP work weight.
In addition, a machine learning based botnet detection takes advantage of some general
network-level traffic features of chat-like protocols like IRC. Except for BotMiner [47],
most works have focused on IRC-based botnet, a centralized structure. However, BotTee
deals with native characteristics of bots & botnets at host-level, such as network-related
characteristics due to C&C structure, bot commands with response, derivatives of other
bot families, etc. Therefore, BotTee can be applied immediately to any botnet protocols
and structure.
Several techniques have been presented for host-based bot detection by using Detours [51]. The research of application behaviors through system calls has been of interest for years [22, 109, 124]. Botswat [97] is a host-based behavioral bot detection system
based on the Detours. It also analyzes the behavior of installed bots to distinguish
malicious bots from benign processes by checking whether actions of bots are remotely
initiated or not. Botswat investigated the number of distant system calls invoked during
a successful execution of bot through source code inspection. BotTracer [70] is another
host-based bot detection method by using known bot characteristics: automatic startup,
C&C channel establishment, and some attacks (information dispersion/harvesting). It
uses system level activities to detect bots through only a few system calls related to disk
access and process memory, which is not enough to recognize specific bot system-level activities. Additionally, BotTracer heuristically identifies the point of DDoS if the bot tries
to connect another server to reply with a result. However, this situation can frequently
happen in a botnet, such as the server command, the scan command, the download command, etc. However, if the IRC server is frequently changed, the false alarm for DDoS
increase.
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2.3

Malware Detection

Malware detection is a first host-based defense method to detect bots since they are also
malicious programs (i.e. malware). The research about malware detection has been investigated for years. There are many existing techniques based on static analysis or dynamic
analysis. First, we discuss the previous methods by using static analysis which extracts
signatures (invariant sequences) or semantics of the programs. They are vulnerable to
metamorphism (code obfuscation), polymorphism (packing, encryption). Furthermore,
the usefulness of static analysis depends on the ability to correctly disassemble binaries, which is problematic for packed code. Second, we show the previous methods to
investigate malware runtime behavior based on dynamic analysis. The methods need
runtime overhead and a special purpose environment (i.e. a sandbox), however, they
are more effective than static analysis even if the whole execution paths of the binary
are not investigated completely. They are robust against metamorphic and polymorphic
malware.

2.3.1

Static Analysis

Signature based malware detection methods have still been the major anti-malware methods used in industry. However they are frequently criticized for being easily bypassed by
advanced attacks such as polymorphic and metamorphic malware [20, 106, 23, 77]. Moreover, the signatures are poor at providing forward detection to new malware instances.
Regardless to whether a malware signature is generated manually or automatically, the
signature repository requires constant maintenance for updates.
Heuristic behavior based detection methods [89, 23, 56, 62], which detect specific
malicious behaviors such as self-unpacking, have been more robust against advanced attacks. They detect entire families of malware exhibiting that specific behavior. However,
to derive such malicious behavior specifications manually can be a slow, difficult process.
Data mining approaches [68, 108, 45, 91] have been frequently used to build behavior
models for intrusion detection purposes. These methods are applied to system calls
or network data to learn how to detect new intrusions. These methods constructed
benign behavior models and detect deviating behavior via run-time monitoring. A recent
paper [21] developed a novel mining technique to specify malicious program behaviors
by mining differences of execution traces between a malware sample and a set of benign
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programs. A general limitation to this dynamic execution based approach is its difficulty
of simulating the malicious execution environment to obtain high coverage of malicious
execution traces. The malware detection using a common malware behavior pattern
proposed in this dissertation is, in contrast, a static pattern matching process.
The work by Schultz et al. [90] built a framework that uses three data-mining algorithms (i.e., RIPPER, Naive Bayes, and Multi-Naive Bayes) to train multiple classifiers
on a set of malicious and benign executables to detect new malware instances. The training binaries are statically analyzed to extract the properties of DLLs used, fixed strings,
and byte sequences in the binaries. According to [90], the most accurate algorithm for
predicting a program to be malicious was the Multi-Bayes algorithm. This is based on
the probability or frequency calculation of program byte sequences and strings.
However, to deal with advanced attacks that deliberately utilize program obfuscation
techniques, program semantics should be examined [20, 106, 23]. There are methods that
can manipulate code byte sequences distribution to evade intrusion detection based on
frequency computations [2, 77, 83, 41].
The behaviors recoverable by static analysis are interpreted as “semantics” of a program. Existing methods use control flow and data flow analysis, semantics, abstract
models and templates that describe the behavior of malicious programs [52, 110, 28,
55, 63, 125]. SMIT [52] created a large malware indexing database to find the most
similar malware groups by using control flow and data flow analysis for each of a huge
set of malware. Their objective is to quickly detect if a new binary is malicious or
not, based on a nearest-neighbor search through the large database. Chritodorescu [28]
proposed the generation of code templates locating interesting memory areas, using semantic heuristics to detect obfuscated malware. They also proposed static analysis to
derive malicious patterns [24]. Based on model checking, the generation of generic code
templates was proposed to find specific code sequences corresponding to malicious behavior [55]. Kruegel et al. [63] detected kernel rootkits by looking for suspicious instruction
sequences, using symbolic execution. MetaAware [125] investigated similarity between
two code fragments, based on the target address of call instructions. Such semanticsaware detectors are mostly resilient against evasion techniques for syntactic signatures
(such as metamorphism).
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2.3.2

Dynamic Analysis

Behavior-based dynamic analysis has many advantages against advanced malware defense
techniques [8, 50, 13, 72, 78, 59, 11] by using QEMU, dynamic tainting, program slicing,
etc. Holz[50] presented a method to classify unknown malware samples, but it needs
additional aid from a virus scanner for labeling the training set. Leita[8] automatically
classified the samples based on behavioral profiles, and the profiles might lack important
information by using behavioral abstraction. In addition, dynamic analysis has various
limitations: only partially behavior observation, high overhead for full emulation, etc.
Recent papers[59, 11] proposed new techniques to reduce the overhead. Kolbitsch[59]
constructed a behavioral graph of one instance with dynamic program slicing[5]. Ulrish [11] suggested a scalable clustering technique to summarize behavior by dynamic
analysis. This dissertation [11] focused on generalized behavioral profiles by using objects and operations for operating system(OS), while the proposed method clusters a
specific and original pattern used in the most malware family by static analysis. Furthermore, static analysis can observe the whole part of binaries even if the binaries was
packed or obfuscated.
Malware detection by monitoring the execution of a running program is a promising solution for overcoming the limitations of static analysis [26, 74, 25]. For monitoring such behaviors, several analysis platforms were developed recently [117, 36, 120,
105]. One technique, dynamic taint analysis, investigates the usage of memory to find
unique properties of the malware; this has been of much interest for malware detection.
Panorama [120] emulated malicious code to capture system-wide information flow based
on taint sources from the network interface or keyboard. System calls have been still
useful information to identify malicious behavior. [117] monitor malware behavior and
summarize the behavior by using Windows API or system calls. Malspecs [27] extracted
malicious behaviors, which are different from benign behaviors of benign programs, by
using system call invocation. Stinson. et. al [98] propagated taint information to distinguish if the behavior of a bot is remotely triggered over the network. [71] used hierarchical
AND-OR graphs to model high-level behaviors, based on system call invocation. This
allowed detection of manually predefined behaviors through tracking taint information
from user input. Based on taint information in instruction traces and memory logs,
Inspector Gadget [58] utilized dynamic program slicing to extract a domain generation
algorithm currently used in malware.
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Although these approaches detect malware effectively through taint tracking, they
require emulation and cause significant performance overhead, as discussed in [60]. Kolbitsch et. al [60] proposed an effective and efficient malware detection method based on
a system call behavioral graph. To analyze malware, they still make use of emulation
and taint tracking with dynamic program slicing to extract a model of behavior from
malicious code. This model captures data flow dependencies between system calls of interest. By using the crafted model, their method can be used at end hosts for detection,
without resorting to taint analysis.
System calls have long been regarded as important for malware analysis and detection[57,
43]. Kernel objects at the level of the OS are also widely used to analyze malicious behaviors for malware classification [11, 9]. Bailey et. al [9] proposed a malware classification
by observing non-transient state changes on kernel objects, and they used hierarchical
clustering for malware clustering. Bayer et. al [11] used kernel objects to create behavioral profiles, by monitoring program runs for the same purpose.
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Chapter 3
Adaptive Probabilistic
Watermarking Technique
3.1

Introduction

The rapid growth of the Internet has led to an increase in network-based attacks. The
methods for conducting attacks and evading prosecution have become increasingly sophisticated. As an example, attackers can easily hide their identity by transmitting attacks
through a series of stepping stones (i.e., compromised intermediate hosts), or through
anonymizing networks such as Tor [38] and FindNot [40]. As a result, the development
of effective techniques which can detect the true source of an attack is quite challenging.
Various connection correlation techniques that trace attack traffic through stepping
stones have been proposed in the past decade. Among those, timing-based correlation
techniques (e.g., [17, 128, 122, 116, 114, 115]), which use only information about the
timing of packets, are the most promising since they are unaffected by encryption of the
traffic payloads. However, the attackers can also purposely add random delays or jitter,
also referred to here as timing perturbation, to the traffic as it passes through a stepping
stone. This is a challenge for all timing-based traffic correlation techniques.
Timing-based active watermarking techniques are the most desirable approaches to
solve the problem of timing perturbation (e.g., [114, 115, 111]). In particular, even if a
small amount of timing perturbation exists, the probabilistic watermarking scheme can
uncover a series of stepping stones by actively changing packet timing of randomly selected packets to insert a watermark into suspicious traffic, according to some fixed values
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of watermark parameters. It has been shown to be effective as well when anonymizing
networks are used, as shown in [111].
A weakness of this scheme, however, is that the watermark is encoded in a way that
is oblivious to the characteristics of the traffic being traced. By exploiting knowledge
of the traffic, it should be possible to create watermarks that are more efficient (require
fewer packets), and/or that will survive larger amounts of timing perturbation than
would otherwise be the case. In addition, if important watermark parameter values are
not carefully selected and are fixed, it is possible to discover those parameter values by
an attack, as described in [82]. Keeping the watermark characteristics hidden from the
attacker is essential to prevent the timing perturbation from specifically targeting the
watermark.
This chapter proposes an adaptive watermarking scheme which carefully selects the
parameter values by exploiting the timing characteristics of the traced traffic. In general,
adaptation of digital watermarks to improve their effectiveness has been explored for a
variety of media, e.g., [101, 75, 102]. Similarly, this scheme tailors the watermark to
the embedding traffic which improves its survivability. The watermarking parameters of
interest in this work are: (1) which packets are selected for embedding of the watermark;
(2) how much delay to add to each packet to encode the watermark value; (3) how long
to make the watermark for a given level of survivability; and, (4) what level of redundant
coding to use.
Two types of adaptive watermarking are presented in this chapter. One of them
adapts the parameter values on the basis of packet timing in incoming traffic. The other
adapts the parameters based on an observed relationship between packet timing and
packet size.
Experimental results demonstrate that adaptive watermarks are substantially more
tolerant to timing perturbation than non-adaptive watermarks for similar cost (number
of packets used). Alternately, the same level of survivability can be achieved, using
much fewer packets. The adaptive watermarking scheme can show a similar ability of
watermark detection to the probabilistic watermarking scheme. This chapter discusses
the characteristics of interactive network traffic and ways they can be exploited for the
aforementioned purpose in section 3.3 of the chapter.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the adaptive
watermarking scheme. The analysis of the timing characteristics of interactive traffic is
presented in Section 3.3. This is followed by an evaluation of the proposed scheme, using
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real traffic, in Section 3.4. Lastly, we summarize the proposed scheme 3.5.

3.2

Adaptive Watermakring against Deliberate Random Delay

First, the disadvantages of the probabilistic watermarking scheme are discussed. The
probabilistic watermarking scheme has different watermark parameters in Table 3.1.
Specifically, the randomly selected packets in the packet group with timing adjustment
and redundancy number can play a key role in surmounting the distortion of the embedded watermark. Nevertheless, predefining the values to be shared securely causes several
problems. First, the success of embedding a watermark cannot be guaranteed because
this scheme has a slight probability (i.e., P r(|YM | ≥ A)) that each watermark bit cannot
be correctly embedded on grounds of IPD difference distribution as indicated in [115].
Second, it can fail to trace the origin of attacks if predefined watermark bits are not
completely embedded due to the deficiency in the number of packets. To prevent the
deficiency of packets, smaller M can be used. However, it makes this scheme intolerable
against any timing perturbation. If higher A are applied to endure a strong timing perturbation, it may give attackers a higher chance to defeat this scheme, as in [82]. Besides,
it makes attackers aware that they are being traced due to the backward domino effect,
which happens in order to maintain the original order of the packets. In contrast, the
use of smaller A can diminish embedding success rate; hence, watermark detection rate
is also reduced. Therefore, to be robust against timing perturbation, choose these values
by which the survivability of this scheme is directly determined should be scrupulously
chosen.
This chapter proposes an adaptive watermarking scheme which determines the parameter values according to the IPD characteristics of each traced traffic in real time.
Therefore, compared with the probabilistic watermarking scheme, this scheme has various
advantages.
• More robustness against any timing perturbation
• Higher watermarking detection rate due to the increase in embedding success rate
• Lower false positive rate due to high tolerance of embedded watermark
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• More efficiency due to the use of fewer packets
• More stealthiness due to the use of smaller timing adjustment

Table 3.1: Watermark parameters
Term
L
wp
A
M
Packet Group(PG)

3.2.1

Description
Watermark length in bits (L ≥ 1)
Each value of watermark w in binary (1 ≤ p ≤ L)
Maximum amount by which any packet is delayed (Timing adjustment)
The number of packets needed to embed one bit (Redundancy number)
Randomly selected packets Pki for pg1 and pg2

The Tracing Model For Adaptation

Figure 3.1: Tracing Model for Adaptive Watermarking Scheme

As in Figure 3.1, a tracing model for adaptive watermarking scheme is redefined by
using basic principles of watermarking [7].
Generally, to launch an attack through several stepping stones, attackers first establish
a series of bidirectional connections by using stepping stones over SSH and Telnet protocol, called interactive connections in Figure 3.1. The traffic in interactive connections
consists of forward flows {f1 , f2 , ..., fn }, which are incoming traffic into the target and
backward flows {b1 , b2 , ..., bn }, which are outgoing traffic from the target. The traceback
of the attack origin is performed in only the backward flows.
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As shown in Figure 3.1, an adaptive watermarking system has a tuple < O, W P, EW P ,
DW P , CH >, where O is the set of all original flows, W P the set of all watermark
parameters (i.e., W P = {w, L, A, M, P G} in Table 3.1 ) and three functions: embedding
function (EW P ), decoding function (DW P ) and comparator function (CH ). In detail, in
Equation (3.1), embedders produce the watermarked carrier Cw into the closest backward
flow bn to the target with the several input parameters such as the original carrier object
Co from bn , the watermark w to be embedded, and secret information W P . (Note that
each value in W P is adaptively selected for embedding a good watermark before creating
Cw which is preserved through all the backward flows.)
EW P (Co , w) = Cw

(3.1)

Similarly, decoders extract w0 from the possibly manipulated carrier object Cw0 in each
backward flow between stepping stones with the adaptively selected values in W P by
embedders as follows:
DW P (Cw0 ) = w0
(3.2)
According to Equation ( 3.3), decoders compare the extracted watermark w0 with the
original embedded watermark w by a threshold H.
CH = Dif f (w, w0 ) ≤ H

(3.3)

If the difference between originally embedded watermark w and decoded watermark w0
is less than the predefined threshold H as in (3.3), decoders notify a target or traceback
systems about the detection of stepping stones.

3.2.2

Two Adaptive Watermarking Schemes

We present two different adaptive watermarking schemes which enable embedders to
determine the parameter values for embedding the good watermark according to IPD
characteristics of individual traced traffic. The two schemes focus on the packet classification for two distinct packet groups (pg1 and pg2) because it is the most important
element to prevent the distortion of the embedded watermark. The other parameter
values except for the packet groups can be also adaptively determined by embedders
without the degradation of performance. These values can be called adaptive factors.
The first adaptive watermarking scheme, called adaptation-I, as in Algorithm 1, uses
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Figure 3.2: Embedding Single Watermark Bit ’1’
IPDs directly between two packets in bn . First of all, embedders set another parameter
µ, a timing value as a standard for packet classification, by monitoring IPDs in bn . To
satisfy Equation (3.4), embedders carefully single out embedded packets Pki (i = 1, ..., M )
from packets Pi (i = 1, ..., n) in bn by comparing ipdki with µ according to wp . Specifically,
as shown in Figure 3.2, to embed a watermark bit 1, pg1 consists of large IPDs and pg2
is made up of small IPDs. This achieves an initial embedding effect because the sign YM
becomes positive before real embedding. Furthermore, by delaying the adaptively selected
packets by A, YM can have a bigger average difference as in Figure 3.2. Likewise, to embed
a watermark bit 0, pg1 should be a set of small IPDs and pg2 should be composed of
large IPDs.
(

YM ≥ 0 if wp = 1 (1 ≤ p ≤ L)
YM < 0 if wp = 0
(i.e. YM as in the Equation (2.1))

(3.4)

Algorithm 1 Adaptation-I based on IPD
procedure Encode(w, A, M , L, µ, P G)
. Adaptive Factors: A, M , L, µ, P G
for 1 ≤ p ≤ L do
for 1 ≤ x ≤ M do
i ← random()
. Compose < Pki , Pki+d >
ipdki ← tki+d − tki
res ← compare(ipdki , µ)
if wp = 0 then
(res ≤ 0)?P G.pg1[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki : P G.pg2[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki
else
. wp = 1
(res > 0)?P G.pg1[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki : P G.pg2[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki
end if
tki+d ← tki+d + A
end for
end for
end procedure
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The second adaptive watermarking scheme, called adaptation-II, as in Algorithm 2,
is based on IPD distribution, as demonstrated in section 3.3. In detail, it makes use of
the relationship between IPD and packet size; IPDs between two small size command
packets is greater than IPDs between two large size result packets. Above all, embedders
should determine another parameter, λ, which is the size of command packets, through a
simple prediction in section 3.3. It is used to distinguish between command packets and
result packets from the randomly selected packets Pki (i = 1, ..., M ) predefined. To satisfy
Equation (3.4), embedders classify the given packets Pki into two distinct packet groups
according to λ. More specifically, as in Figure 3.2, pg1 is a set of command packets
with large IPDs and pg2 is a set of result packets with small IPDs for the watermark
bit 1. Accordingly, embedders can initially make YM positive before embedding. After
embedding, the average difference of YM becomes even greater, as in Figure 3.2. Encoding
a watermark bit 0 is the reverse case of a watermark bit 1.

Algorithm 2 Adaptation-II based on packet size
procedure Encode(w, A, M , L, λ, P G)
. Adaptive Factors: A, L, λ, PG
for 1 ≤ p ≤ L do
for 1 ≤ x ≤ M do
i ← nextsequence()
res1 ← compare(|Pki |, λ)
res2 ← compare(|Pki+d |, λ)
if wp = 0 then
if (res1 > 0 and res2 > 0) then
P G.pg1[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki
else if (res1 ≤ 0 and res2 ≤ 0) then
P G.pg2[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki
end if
else
if (res1 ≤ 0 and res2 ≤ 0) then
P G.pg1[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki
else if (res1 > 0 and res2 > 0) then
P G.pg2[(p − 1) ∗ M + x] ← Pki
end if
end if
tki+d ← tki+d + A
end for
end for
end procedure

. Compose < Pki , Pki+d >

In addition, utilizing large IPDs can allow YM to have a large average difference.
This makes the scheme achieve more robustness against any timing perturbation. It
also increase the embedding success rate(i.e, p = P r(YM < A) in [115]). In fact, in
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the probabilistic watermarking scheme, the large IPDs should be filtered out to increase
the embedding success rate. As a result, due to the increase of the embedding success
rate, this scheme can expect higher watermark detection rate(Dt ), as in Equation (3.5)
in [115]. This scheme can obtain a similar Dt even with the use of small values in A and
M . Moreover, because this scheme consumes even fewer packets to achieve a comparable
Dt to the previous scheme, embedders can adaptively produce a long watermark w instead
of the predefined L as long as Pi exists in each traced traffic.
Dt =

H
X
i=1

3.2.3

L
i

!
p(L−i) (1 − p)i

(3.5)

Watermark Detection

For the accurate detection of the embedded watermark w, decoders should know the
parameter values in W P used by embedders.
In adaptation-I, embedders must send all the used parameter values with a standard
µ to decoders. Because all the values in W P are adaptively determined by embedders
in real time, this scheme does not need to share the parameter values beforehand like
the previous scheme. After receiving the values, decoders can report the detection of
stepping stones through extracting w in off-line analysis. This off-line analysis can be
realized by using SPIE(Source Path Isolation Engine) based on Blooming filter [95, 16].
Specifically for watermark detection, decoders record only timing information of packets
Pi (i = 1, ..., n) with one source IP address and one destination IP address for a limited
time. The timing information can be either arrival time or departure time of Pi , and
around 1,000 packets are sufficient to detect stepping stones efficiently, as explained in
section 6.4. Thus, decoders can significantly reduce storage space required for watermark
detection because they do not need to save any portions of IP packets.
In adaptation-II, because embedders and decoders securely share the parameter values in W P beforehand as assumed in [115], decoders can decode the exact w in real time
without receiving any information from embedders. Above all, decoders accurately classify the given Pki into pg1 and pg2 based on packet size(λ) set in real time. It is achieved
by an easy prediction based on the IPD distribution, as demonstrated in section 3.3.
However, the process of the packet classification cannot be performed by attackers because they do not have any knowledge of the values of W P covertly shared by embedders
and decoders.
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3.3

IPD distribution of Interactive Traffic

This section demonstrates that traffic has a property related to inter-packet delay(IPD)
affected by the user’s keystroke in interactive connections.
We assume that attackers personally type shell commands for their attacks on a
keyboard, called attack constraint. In the example of ’ls’ shell command, as shown in
Figure 3.3(b), when attackers type it on the keyboard, their keystrokes are immediately
transmitted as each individual IP packet into a forward flow (i.e., Hostn−1 → Hostn )
as soon as they press a key on the keyboard (Note that the order of ACKs can be
different.). After that, each keystroke of the shell command echoes back into a backward
flow (i.e., Hostn−1 ← Hostn ) with the corresponding results. In particular, each packet
by keystrokes of shell commands is the smallest size, and the size of result packets is
larger than command packets. For example, each keystroke in Telnet is 1 byte except
for IP header size. For SSH, the payload size of each keystroke packet is generated by
the form 8k or 8k + 4 according to SSH specification [127, 121]. Therefore, command
packets and results packets with packet size in both of Telnet and SSH connections are
easily distinguished.

(a) ’ls’ Shell Command in SSH

(b) IPD Characteristics

Figure 3.3: Traffic Characteristics in Interactive Connections

The analysis of IPDs in the backward flow has shown one IPD characteristic; IPDs
between two small sized command packets are largely greater than IPDs between two
large sized result packets in Figure 3.3(b). To validate the IPD characteristics in the
interactive connections, we investigated IPDs (i.e.,ipdki = tki+d − tki (d = 1)) with real
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Telnet traffic and SSH traffic which are extracted as only backward flows from the 2004
AUCK directory at NLANR [80]. For instance, a number of backward flows for SSH
(Telnet) are extracted from source port 22 (23) for the same IP address. The extracted
flows do not have a tendency to follow the attack constraint in that attackers an use tab
key or script without typing in person for their convenience. Therefore, all packets (i.e.,
< Pki , Pki+d > (d = 1)) should be classified into a pair of command packets or a pair
of result packets for the exact analysis. In other words, in case of Telnet traffic, if each
packet size of a pair is 1 byte except for IP header size, the pair is regarded as a set of
command packets C. If the packet size is bigger than 10 bytes, the pair is categorized
as a set of result packets R. Similarly, with SSH traffic, if each payload size of a pair is
48 bytes, the pair is classified as C. If not, the pair is considered as R. The reason is
that the smallest payload size is 48 bytes in most cases of the extracted SSH flows. As a
result, among 103,259 packets in the Telnet traffic, 44,939 packets are classified as C and
58,320 packets are considered as R. In case of the SSH traffic, among 3,000,872 packets,
the number of C is 570,511 and the number of R is 2,430,361.
Figure 3.4 shows a histogram of IPD distribution which proves the IPD characteristics
over interactive connections. First, x-axis is divided into seven possible bins, and each
bar represents a ratio of the number of the pairs in the associated bin to the total number
of C or R. With Telnet flows, as in Figure 3.4(a), nearly 75% of the IPDs in C are more
than 500ms; on the other hand, nearly 48% of IPDs in R fall within less than 50ms. In
addition, IPDs with more than 100ms in C are close to 90% in C, and almost 55% of the
IPDs in R are less than 100ms. In case of SSH flows in Figure 3.4(b), IPDs with more
than 100ms in C are almost 75%, and 64% of the IPDs in R are within 100ms. Moreover,
around 58% of the IPDs in a set R fall within 50ms. Therefore, the statistics demonstrate
that most of the IPDs in C are greater than IPDs in R in interactive connections. In
particular, the IPD characteristics in Telnet flows are more significantly obvious than
SSH flows because the payload size of result packets with a few bytes could also be 48
bytes in the SSH flows.

3.4

Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of two adaptive watermarking schemes, compared with the
probabilistic watermarking scheme. These experiments show the importance of water-
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(a) Telnet

(b) SSH

Figure 3.4: IPD Distribution between Shell Command Packets or between Result Packets

mark parameters in different views: timing adjustment (A), redundancy number (M ),
threshold (H) and the number of packets needed for successful correlation.
In this experiment, we use real 112 SSH flows from the AUCK directory at NLANR [80]
as discussed in section 3.3. Each flow has more than 1,000 packets. All the flows are
backward flows, which means that they consist of command packets and result packets.
The watermark detection rate (Dt ) was estimated with the various values of watermark parameters in Table 3.2. In particular, µ was used as median of IPDs in each flow.
So, the value µ was changed according to each SSH flow used in these experiments. λ
was set at 48 because the smallest payload size of packets in most of the extracted SSH
flows was 48 bytes. We use two types of timing perturbation: uniform perturbation (iid)
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Figure 3.5: Expected Timing Adjustment A and Expected Redundancy Number M for
Dt ≥ 95% under Uniform Perturbation

and batch-releasing perturbation (non-iid) as in [115]. In particular, the batch-release
perturbation has been a hard case for any timing-based correlation techniques, and it
can make possible complete defeat of all the traceback systems using packet timing.

Table 3.2: Watermark parameters used for experiments
Parameters
L
wp
A
M
Packet Group

Values
24 bits
100110001100111101110000
from 50ms to 600ms
from 1 to 5
Pki (i=1, 5, 9, ...)

Watermark detection (Dt ) is evaluated if the watermarked flow can be detected
from its perturbed flow after embedding a 24-bit watermark w into each flow. As in Figure 3.6, the scheme with Adaptation-I and Adaptation-II always surpasses the probabilistic watermarking scheme under both timing perturbation and under the same conditions,
such as L=24, M=5, A=600 and H=5. The experiments use only different embedded
packets Pki for two distinct packet groups. More specifically, Adaptation-I accomplishes
almost 100% Dt up to a maximum of 10000ms, where it extremely distorts the embedded watermark w, in uniform and batch-releasing perturbation. Adaptation-II achieves
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Figure 3.7: Watermark Detection Rate according to A and M

Dt ≥ 95% up to a maximum of 7500ms of uniform perturbation or up to 6000ms of
batch-releasing perturbation. However, the probabilistic watermarking scheme shows
Dt ≥ 95% only up to a maximum of 3500ms of uniform perturbation or only up to
3000ms of batch-releasing perturbation. As a result, we can assure that Adaptation-I
can completely overwhelm any timing perturbation by carefully selecting Pki for pg1 and
pg2. Additionally, compared with the probabilistic watermarking scheme, Adaptation-II
can achieve Dt twice as well as the probabilistic watermarking scheme only by differently
classifying the same Pki into two distinct packet groups. Therefore, the packet classification for two distinct packet groups is an influential factor for effectiveness of watermark
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Figure 3.8: Expected False Positive Rates and Watermark Detection Rates

detection.
Timing adjustment (A) determines how much delay is needed to achieve Dt ≥ 95%
under a certain timing perturbation. First, as shown in Figure 3.5(a), the expected A
is theoretically derived to achieve Dt ≥ 95% under uniform perturbation from Equation (3.5). To Dt ≥ 95% with L = 24, M = 5 and H = 5 up to a maximum of 2500ms of
uniform perturbation, A = 600 is required. However, for more stealthiness, it is desirable
to use small A.
In real experiments in Figure 3.7, the probabilistic watermarking scheme can show
Dt ≥ 95%, along with the same parameter values which are theorectically derived, up
to a maximum of 3500ms of uniform perturbation. However, as discussed earlier, The
scheme with the same values can show substantially higher Dt than the probabilistic
watermarking scheme. Furthermore, in Figure 3.7, it can accomplish a similar Dt as the
probabilistic watermarking scheme even if smaller A than the expected are used. Out
of many experiments performed, in Figure 3.7, only Dt comparable to the probabilistic
watermarking scheme is shown. In other words, the scheme guarantees that the larger
values than the used values in Figure 3.7 achieve higher Dt than the presented results. In
detail, Adaptation-I with only A = 50 and Adaptation-II with only A = 350 can achieve
Dt ≥ 95% up to almost a maximum of 3000ms of uniform timing peturbations along
with L = 24, M = 5 and H = 5. In case of batch-releasing perturbation, Adaptation-I
with only A = 200 can show Dt ≥ 95% up to 4000ms. Adaptation-II with A = 500 can
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obtain Dt ≥ 95% up to 3000ms of batch-releasing perturbation. Therefore, if A is less
than 500 in this scheme, It can still accomplish a similar or higher Dt , compared with
the probabilistic watermarking scheme.
Redundancy number (M ) determines how many packets are required to produce
Dt ≥ 95% under a certain timing perturbation. Similar to the timing adjustment, the
expected M is derived to make Dt ≥ 95% under unifrom perturbation, as indicated
in Figure 3.5(b). As discussed earlier, M = 5 is needed to achieve Dt ≥ 95% up to
a maximum of 2500ms of uniform perturbation with L = 24, A = 600 and H = 5.
However, the scheme can achieve significantly higher Dt with the same values than the
probabilistic watermarking scheme in Figure 3.6. Moreover, even if smaller M than
the expected are applied, this scheme can produce an analogous Dt to the probabilistic
watermarking scheme in Figure 3.7. More specifically, only if M = 1 with L = 24,
A = 600 and H = 5 is used, Adaptation-I can accomplish Dt ≥ 95% up to a maximum
of 3000ms of uniform perturbation, and so does Adaptation-II with M = 2. In addition,
up to 4000ms of batch-releasing perturbation, Adaptation-I with M = 2 can produce
the same Dt with L = 24, A = 600 and H = 5. Adaptation-II with M = 3 can obtain
Dt ≥ 95% up to 3000ms of batch-releasing perturbation along with the same parameter
values. Therefore, if M is less than 3, this scheme can get similar or higher Dt , compared
with the previous scheme.
False positive rate (Fp ) is estimated if unwatermarked flows are erroneously reported as watermarked flows. Figure 3.3 shows experimentally evaluated false positive
rate Fp between a specific watermark w in a given flow from the 112 SSH flows and
100,000 randomly
generated 24-bit watermarks under various threshold H according to
!
L
Fp =
2L as shown in [115]. This scheme still maintains Fp ≤ 1% for H ≤ 5. In
H
fact, in the probabilistic watermarking scheme, the threshold H is used for the guarantee
of high watermark detection rate because w can be distorted by timing perturbation.
The higher the H is, the higher the false positive rate Fp is.
However, Figure 3.3 shows Dt with several values H under both timing perturbation,
even if H = 3(Fp ≤ 0.01%) is used, Adaptation-I achieves almost 100% Dt with L = 24,
M = 5 and A = 600 under any strong timing perturbation. Additionally, Adaptation-II
with H = 4 can produce Dt ≥ 95% up to a maximum of 5500ms of uniform perturbation
or up to 4000ms of batch-releasing perturbation along with the same parameter values.
As a result, the scheme can show significantly higher Dt while the lowest possible Fp with
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the use of small H because it can prevent w from tampering with timing perturbation.
In other words, it means that the adaptation to each traced traffic makes the embedded
watermark more robust against any timing perturbation. It also decreases Fp by using a
long watermark w because it needs significantly fewer packets to achieve the analogous
Dt to the previous scheme.
The number of packets, which are needed to guarantee the same level of successful correlation under a certain timing perturbation, is calculated with the probabilistic
watermarking scheme and the passive packet-counting scheme [17]. The adaptive watermarking scheme requires significantly fewer packets than the two other schemes. In the
experiments, this scheme needed between 48 IPDs and 144 IPDs (1 ≤ M ≤ 3) to achieve
almost 100% Dt with around 0.3% Fp up to a maximum of 1000ms of both timing perturbations. However, the probabilistic watermarking scheme requires 240 IPDs with M = 5
under the same conditions. From 112 SSH flows, the passive-counting scheme needed
over 15,000 packets, which is the upper bound to achieve 100% detection rate and 1% Fp
up to 1000ms of timing perturbation. As a result, this scheme uses at most half of the
number of packet needed to accomplish the same Dt as the probabilistic watermarking
scheme. Compared with the passive-counting scheme, the scheme requires considerably
fewer packets to guarantee a similar performance for correlation.

3.5

Concluding Remarks

Originally, the timing characteristics of traffic can be easily transformed due to natural
timing jitter by network itself or intentional random delay by attackers. However, the
natural timing jitter is negligible since the round-trip time variance over the Internet is
almost 10 milliseconds [14]. The big concern is the latter one. The probabilistic watermarking scheme can effectively detect stepping stones by enduring moderate random
delay. Nevertheless, this scheme with a fixed set of watermark parameter values, regardless of the characteristics of traced traffic, decreases correlation effectiveness due to the
distortion of a encoded watermark and many packets used.
This chapter proposes an adaptive watermarking scheme by using the timing characteristics of interactive network traffic. This scheme can completely counteract any type
of random delays which have been a challenge for timing-based correlation techniques.
The experimental results show that this scheme can achieve a considerably higher wa-
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termark detection rate while keeping the lowest false positive rate (almost 0%Fp ) at the
same time. Compared with the probabilistic watermarking scheme, this scheme can also
accomplish a similar watermark detection rate for less cost in terms of watermark parameters used. Furthermore, the smaller delay makes the watermarked flow less noticeable
by attackers. A short attack traffic can also be traced since this scheme can efficiently
trace attack traffic with significantly fewer packets. In last, the concept of adaptation in
this scheme can be applied to other timing-based correlation techniques.
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Chapter 4
Identification of Bot Commands By
Run-time Execution Monitoring
4.1

Introduction

A botnet is a system that remotely controls malicious programs running on compromised hosts. Botnets are now a major source of network threats, including DDoS, spam,
identity theft, click frauds, etc. [44, 84, 10]. Botnets are still rapidly proliferating, and
communicate using a variety of protocols, such as IRC, HTTP, peer-to-peer, etc. The
cumulative size of botnets is estimated to be in the millions of hosts [85, 84, 35]. Due
to the huge number of botnets, and evolving botnet protocols, it appears difficult to
block and/or remove all bots on the Internet. Therefore, a first line of defense is (at a
minimum) to recognize bots and the actions they are taking.
As described in [10], bots are typically activated by bot commands through a communication and control channel (C&C channel) opened by attackers (i.e. botmasters) from
remote sites. The issued bot commands may be simultaneously performed by a group of
bots in the botnet, as they have been programmed. The study of bot behavior in response
to issued commands is important for the development of effective countermeasures, for
tracing botnet growth, and for protecting the vulnerable infrastructure that bots target.
Identification of the victims targeted by botnets may also be facilitated by a thorough
analysis of bot commands.
Much of the research on botnets has focused on detecting bots and C&C channels by
analysis of network traffic [49, 44, 31, 84, 46]. These approaches have been very successful,
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but will have problems if traffic is encrypted, or if the botnet protocols are changed
(e.g., using P2P protocols instead of IRC). In contrast, several papers have focused on
analyzing bot behavior on the host [97, 70], using such common bot characteristics as
remote initiation, C&C channel establishment, etc. However, these papers have only
focused on bot detection, rather than on identifying specifically the actions that the bot
is taking. Moreover, after establishment of a C&C channel, bots are often inactive until
receipt and execution of bot commands [70]. Although the quick removal of bots and
their communication channel are important, it is also important to identify the purpose
of the bot, and the intended target, through monitoring of bot execution.
In this chapter, we propose a method for monitoring and analyzing bot execution to
identify the bot commands that are being executed. This method, called BotTee, is designed to recognize the characteristic behavior triggered by each command, independent
of superficial differences in the syntax of various bot protocols. This task is difficult since
bots of different families are independently programmed, and the creator may intentionally obfuscate command execution. However, we demonstrate that bot commands with
the same purpose (designed to accomplish the same results) result in run-time behavior
that is highly correlated, across all types of bots.
This similarity in run-time behavior may be due to several reasons. First, bot software
of different types may have common origins; true (breakthrough) innovation in malware is
rare [70, 10, 97, 123]. Second, bots inevitably use existing system libraries to successfully
perform bot commands. The programming effort and execution overhead to implement
these functions in the application otherwise may be too high, and/or privileged information may not be available directly to the application. Third, the major bot commands
are well known, and their number is limited. Specifically, several important malicious
activities that many bots are used for, such as DDoS, spam, etc., are repeatedly seen in
bot variants, regardless of their origin.
BotTee works by intercepting Windows API system calls on the fly, for a set of
popular calls. As a bot executes, the API call trace is compared to a set of call patterns,
or templates. These templates are derived from previously-monitored execution of bot
programs. Construction of the templates, and comparison of a template with an inprogress bot call trace, both make use of subsequence matching and statistical correlation
techniques.
In experiments, BotTee was evaluated by executing real bot instances in a private
network. The results show that syntactically different bot commands with the same pur-
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pose have behavior that is highly correlated. This holds true whether the bots are taken
from the same, or different, bot families. The results demonstrate that bot commands
can be accurately identified during execution.
The contribution of this work is the following. A technique for accurately identifying
bot commands is presented. This method requires neither analysis of network traffic, nor
reverse engineering of bot protocols or languages. It is demonstrated that bot commands
with the same purpose (either in the same, or different families) exhibit very similar call
behavior. The method requires intercepting a core set of popular system calls commonly
used by bot programs, and has a modest performance impact on application execution.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes a new method for identifying
bot commands, through run-time execution monitoring. Section 4.3 presents the results
of experimentally evaluating this method. Section 4.4 discusses the application of the
proposed method. Section 4.5 summarizes the method.

4.2

The Proposed Method

BotTee is a system that monitors program execution to recognize bot commands. The
execution of these commands is in response to control signals sent from a remote bot
master. Monitoring involves “hooking” system API calls which are typically invoked
during bot command execution.
The stpdf in the proposed method are as follows (refer to Figure 4.1). Firstly, a
template must be created for each bot command to be identified. This template is a
pattern based on a common subsequence of API calls, and information about the timing
of those calls. The template generator has two components: a bot command identifier,
and a correlation engine. The command identifier intercepts API calls when a command
is executed. The intercepted call traces from multiple bots are then processed by the
correlation engine to generate a semantic template for one bot command. This process
is repeated for as many different bot commands as are desired.
Secondly, the derived set of templates is used to identify the commands that are
executed by a bot. A pattern matcher recognizes a command by comparing the runtime
execution trace to the set of templates. This process uses the same basic techniques for
comparison as are used for template construction. The following sections explain the
proposed method in more detail.
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Table 4.1: Classification for bot commands
General Commands
login/logout, reconnect, id
alias, action, join, part
privmsg, mode, cmdlist
about/version, disconnect
nick, rndnick, status, quit
Network Control Commands
server, netinfo,
download, update, dns
redirect, httpd/httpserver
scan, visit

4.2.1

Host Control Commands
remove/die, clone, open, delete
sysinfo, shutdown, listprocess
passwords, killthread, killprocess
execute, sendkey/getcdkey
keylogger, threads, opencmd
Attack Commands
synflood, updflood
httpflood, pingflood
email

Bot behavior classification through bot commands

Table 4.1 shows a variety of bot commands which have been identified in actual botnets.1
A bot command corresponds to a specific, programmed action to be taken by a bot
program. Based on [10], we have classified bot commands into several groups. One group
are general commands, invoked by the attacker to manage the botnet. Examples are
obtaining a bot nickname (e.g. ‘nick’ in Table 4.1), or making a bot terminate operation
(e.g. ‘disconnect’, ‘quit’ in Table 4.1). A second group are host control commands.
These are used to obtain host information and/or cause some (malicious) actions on the
host. Examples are application execution (e.g. ‘execute’), and information extortion
(e.g. ‘sysinfo’). A third group are network control commands. These are used to obtain
information about the host network (e.g. ‘netinfo’, ’scan’), and/or to control network
behavior. Examples of the latter include changing the C & C server (e.g. ‘server’), or
redirecting traffic (e.g. ‘redirect’). A last group of attack commands will launch attacks
on intended victims. Examples include denial of service, or spam.

4.2.2

Hooking API calls

BotTee employs user-level hooking to intercept call traces on a host. Hooking is a powerful
technique to understand how an application interacts with an operating system [51].
1

A description of the function of each bot command is given in [10]. Table 4.1 includes only one
command of each type; in practice, different bots have different command syntaxes.
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In addition, hooking can be used to change program execution. Hooking is useful to
monitor bot behavior and gain control over a bot running on a compromised host, without
requiring access to source code. Interception and analysis of the OS API calls is unaffected
by instruction-level obfuscations of bot code, or by differences in bot command syntax.
The majority of bots today execute on PCs running the Windows OS. These bots
invoke Windows functions through the API provided to applications, and available in the
form of dynamically-linked libraries (DLLs). Both sequence and timing for API calls are
used for analysis purposes. When each API call is intercepted, the time (in the execution
history of the program) that the call is intercepted is also recorded.
Full interception of all API calls might have a performance impact that interfered
with bot execution. A compromise is to intercept only a subset of system calls that are
important for bot command analysis purposes. K. Jain and R. Sekar [53] developed a
system call interposition infrastructure at the user level (for Linux), and suggested monitoring only a subset of system calls for intrusion detection, and showed the performance
benefits. Similarly, we propose to hook only a limited set of Windows API calls. These
calls are referred to as the ComAPI (“Common API” in Figure 4.1). The set of calls in
ComAPI was derived by static analysis of actual bot binaries, using the method of [123].
This analysis identified approximately 300 commonly-used API functions from 50 real
bot instances. Among them, 153 APIs were in file kernel32.dll; the rest were found
in user32.dll, advapi32.dll, ws2 32.dll (Wsock32.dll), etc. ComAPI consists of
the complete set of user-level system calls executed by these 50 bot instances. Note that a
user-level API call may result in the execution of zero, one, or more than one native API
or core system service calls. As an example, the DeleteFile call in kernel32.dll invokes
multiple system service calls, such as NtOpenFile, NtSetInfoFile, and NtCloseFile.

4.2.3

Bot Command Identifier

Once the selected set of the API calls are hooked, it is necessary to decide what sequence
of system calls may correspond to a bot command. The proposed method for identifying
the start and end of execution of a bot command in the intercepted system call trace, is
as follows. Commands are sent to the bot by the bot master, and typically generate a
response by the bot back to the master. These correspond to the system calls recv and
send with a socket descriptor. An execution trace that is delimited by these system calls
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Figure 4.1: A system architecture for BotTee. It has two large parts: a semantic template
generator and a semantic behavior matcher for a dynamic bot behavior identification.
is a candidate for identification as a bot command.2
This initial step determines the start and end of each execution trace that may correspond to a bot command. Following this, each such trace must be further processed
to improve the results of bot command identification. It was found in practice that one
bot command may repeatedly execute the same API call many times (even hundreds of
times). For purposes of bot command identification, it is not useful to know the number
of repetitions of a specific API call; rather, the occurrence of a API call, and the sequence
in which different API calls occur, is more likely to be useful for command identification.
Therefore, repeated consecutive occurrences of the same API call in a trace are eliminated, under control of a parameter denoted γ. In processing the trace, if a single API
call is intercepted more than γ times in a row, only the first γ occurrences are retained
in the trace. For example, if the 4 system calls A, B, C, and D were intercepted in the
length 14 sequence AAABCCAAAADDDA, after removal of consecutive repetitions with γ = 2
the result would be the length 10 sequence AABCCAADDA.
2

The two calls, NtDeviceIoControlFile and URLDownloadToFile can be an alternative way to notice
the arrival of the commands, along with the Winsock API calls. In our experiments, these two calls are
always followed immediately by Winsock API calls. The proposed method focuses on identifying specific
bot behaviors for bot commands by using a fixed set of user-level ComAPI only. Adding other (native)
APIs can be considered as future work if needed.
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The result of this step is a set of execution traces, each corresponding to the execution of one bot command. Such a trace is termed a semantic unit. For instance, a
semantic unit for the ‘synflood’ command in Table 4.1, after removal of duplicate consecutive calls, is socket, TLSGetValue, InterlockedDecrement, ioctlsocket, connect,
WaitForSingleObject, etc. These semantic units are processed by a correlation engine
to derive templates, and to identify bot commands at runtime.

4.2.4

Correlation Engine

In this section, we discuss the correlation engine illustrated in Figure 4.1. This engine
is used to create command templates, and to match captured system call traces to these
templates. Semantic units, described in the previous section, are input to this process.
Generating templates for bot commands makes use of a longest common subsequence
algorithm (LCS) [32], and statistical correlation. The motivation for this approach is
based on the following two insights, obtained from investigation of real bot instances.
First, in spite of superficial differences, if two bot commands have the same purpose, the
API calls issued to perform them will be very similar, and their execution timing will be
correlated. Second, the API function calls that are executed by the same bot command,
regardless of the bot family, are typically executed with little variation. This may be
due to reuse of code, imitation of functionality, popularity of widely used compilers and
libraries, and/or the desire to code in an efficient way.
Let X and Y be different bots which execute two bot commands that have the same
purpose. During execution of each command, many API calls found in ComAPI will
be intercepted from the two bots. Suppose the command identifier produces two W
semantic units from many execution traces (for a specified value of γ) for X and Y . In
these W semantic units, let the ith execution trace (semantic unit) for X be denoted
Si (X), and the jth execution trace for Y be denoted Sj (Y ). For each value of i and j,
Si (X) and Sj (Y ) are execution traces for bot commands executed by different programs
that potentially are the same command.
For each such pair, a standard algorithm [32] is used to find the longest common
subsequence (LCS) of the two call traces. This LCS for traces Si (X) and Sj (Y ) is
termed the common API call trace (CACT) for the pair, and is denoted Li,j , with length
ki,j .
As mentioned, for each call in ComAPI that is intercepted, the time at which the
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function was executed is recorded. Let the timing vector for the CACT Li,j for X be
denoted Ti,j (X), with length ki,j − 1. The tth element in this vector represents the time
interval between the execution of the tth and the (t + 1)th system calls, occurring in that
portion of Si (X) corresponding to Li,j . Similarly, the timing vector Ti,j (Y ) corresponds
to the intervals between successive API calls in that portion of Sj (Y ) corresponding to
Li,j .
Let the mean and standard deviation for the elements in Ti,j (X) be denoted µi,j (X)
and σi,j (X), and similarly for Ti,j (Y ). The correlation coefficient ρi,j of these two timing
vectors may be computed in the standard way as
ki,j

ρi,j

X (Ti,j (X)[t] − µi,j (X))(Ti,j (Y )[t] − µi,j (Y ))
1
=
ki,j − 1 t=1
σi,j (X)σi,j (Y )

(4.1)

The correlation coefficient has a maximum of 1, which occurs when the vectors are
completely correlated.
Let H1 be the hypothesis that the two commands from bots X and Y that are being
compared are semantically the same command (i.e., have the same function or purpose).
Define θ1 as P (ρi,j > δ) | H1 ), i.e., θ1 is the probability that the two commands will
have a sufficiently high correlation coefficient when H1 is true. To decide that the two
commands are the same, we require that θ1 must be greater than 0.95, with a confidence
level of .05, for an appropriately chosen value of δ.
When two bots that use similar techniques execute the same bot command, the
correlation value of their timing vectors will be very high (close to 1). Even though
attackers may randomly inject delays for timing obfuscation, it is unlikely they will be
willing to tolerate too high a delay in the completion of their objective. The injection of
extraneous system calls to obfuscate command execution is also possible, and is further
investigated in section 4.3.6.
The above scheme applies to pairs of bots, and can be extended to the analysis of
any number of bots. Because the number of sequences in all of the execution traces
for many bots is constant, the LCS problem is solvable in polynomial time by dynamic
programming [32]. In such a case, if bot commands that have the same function are
executed by many different bots, the CACT will be the longest common subsequence
that occurs in all of the execution traces for that command, from all of the bots. The
use of the common subsequence makes our scheme robust even if the execution traces
are obfuscated. The timings for the CACT for all bot traces from which the template is
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created are also saved as part of the template.
Construction of templates is an off-line process that is conducted on previouslydetected bots. These bots are controlled and monitored in a restricted environment,
which means that commands are issued to them, during which their system call traces
are captured. Therefore, the commands that are issued to the bots are known. It is
further assumed that manual inspection has revealed which bot commands have the
same purpose. The system call execution traces for such commands should therefore be
considered for pairing in the construction of a template.
Lastly, the template database, as shown in Figure 4.1, stores the semantic templates
derived by the correlation engine. For each bot command that is found to occur in
more than one bot, there is one template. The templates are specifications including the
CACT for that command and the timing vector for every execution trace for every bot
that was analyzed that executes that command. The set of templates are used to identify
individual bot behaviors in real time, as described in the next section.

4.2.5

A Real-time Semantic Behavior Matcher

The previous section has described how bot system call execution is hooked, and how the
results are used to create a set of templates. Each template corresponds to a unique bot
command. A bot that is currently executing may also be hooked. Its call execution traces
can then be compared with this set of templates. The result will be the identification of
bot commands being executed by the bot.
When a bot executes a bot command in real time, the behavior matcher attempts to
match the command with an entry in the template database, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The method of searching for a matching template uses the same techniques employed for
constructing templates.
Suppose the API calls in ComAPI are intercepted during the execution of a suspected
bot program. The trace of these calls, denoted S, is then processed to identify the start
and stop of execution of possible bot commands, as described above. The result is a set
of semantic units for this program. For each semantic unit, duplicate consecutive system
calls are removed, under the control of the user-specified repetition parameter γ.
The resulting reduced trace for one semantic unit U is then compared to all of the
templates of bot commands. The comparison between U and a template starts by computing the CACT between the two, using a longest common subsequence algorithm.
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To identify a bot command in the execution trace S of a bot, using a set of previouslyderived templates, a candidate template must be identified. We propose for this purpose
to select as a candidate template that one which has the longest common API call trace
(CACT) with U , from among all templates. In the event of ties, the candidate template
is then the template that has the smallest difference with the CACT. The difference
between a template and the CACT with U is calculated as the difference between the
length of this CACT with U , and the length of the template.
When a candidate template has been identified, the timing vectors of the CACT for
U and this template are then created and correlated, as described by Equation 4.1. The
result is a correlation coefficient ρ, calculated as follows. The correlation of U ’s timing
vector with each timing vector in the template is computed according to Equation refcorrelation. ρ is chosen to be the maximum of these individual correlations. If the highest ρ
exceeds a user-specified threshold δ with high probability (i.e. θ1 ≥ 95%), the semantic
unit U is declared to be an execution of the bot command represented by the template.
An exception to the above matching process occurs if U consists solely of routine API
calls. A bot installed on a host and prepared for interaction typically makes continuous
API calls while waiting for commands from the master. These routine calls are easily
identified during the first few seconds of bot execution. For instance, for SDbot, the
routine API calls were found to be InterlockedDecrement, InterlockedIncrement,
TlsGetValue, and GetLocalTime. If the system calls in a captured semantic unit are
exclusively taken from this set of routine API calls, that semantic unit is regarded as
being of lower importance. It is classified simply as belonging to the general command
group (see Table 4.1), and no further attempt is made to identify its function more
precisely. Examples commands include ‘alias’, ‘nick’, etc.
Information logging: If desired, for selected bot commands that are identified (denial of service, spam, etc.), additional information can be recorded about the arguments of
API calls that are hooked. This information may be useful for the detection of the victims
targeted by an attacker, without requiring monitoring of network traffic. For example,
if a bot is identified as executing a SYN flood attack, the arguments of the intercepted
system calls will identify the victim, or the C&C server IP address and port number can
be recovered when the bot connects to the master. Previous research [12, 103] suggested
recording such information. However, BotTee logs and reports the valuable information
only when malicious behavior (bot command) of particular interest is identified, rather
than for all system calls executed.
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Figure 4.2: A botnet for experiments

4.3

Experimental Evaluation

The proposed method was evaluated experimentally. The conditions of the experiment,
and the results (measurements of overhead, ability to identify bot commands, and robustness to call obfuscation) are presented in this section. The results demonstrate that
BotTee can recognize the execution of specific bot commands in real time.

4.3.1

Implementation and Experiments

We implemented a prototype of BotTee; the prototype used the Deviare API [51] for
intercepting Windows API calls on the fly. Deviare provides hook libraries to intercept
any Windows API calls during runtime. BotTee uses this to obtain API call traces, and
to record the arguments of those system calls. For accurate timing analysis, BotTee
uses a timer function with a 1 microsecond accuracy, employing performance counter
information [81].
A botnet in a private network was deployed, as shown in Figure 4.2. All machines
ran the Windows OS, which is the main target of botnets. As shown in Figure 4.2,
the first host was used as a C & C server, for instance by installing an IRC server like
UnrealIRCd.3 The second host was configured as a vulnerable host or honeypot, which
could be exploited for bot recruitment purposes. The third host served as an alternative
3

The botnet is based on the IRC protocol. However, our scheme is independent of any particular
communication protocol. Our focus is to identify individual bot behavior through execution traces. The
configuration for the experiment is just one typical botnet.
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host, or as a target for an attack. A bot on the second machine immediately connects to
the C & C server and joins a predefined channel. When the botmaster issues a command
through the C & C server, the bot executes the bot command. BotTee monitors the
system call behavior of the bot as it executes bot commands.
Bots from the bot families Agobot, Sdbot, Spybot, Jrbot, Akbot, Dbot, Rbot, and
Hellbot were evaluated to validate BotTee. We used current bot source codes from
http://securitydot.net. Each of the bot instances came from a different bot family when
possible, and we selected one bot from each different bot family. Among 167 available
bot source codes, there were 103 variants, including the bots we evaluated. Among them,
Agobot, Spybot, Sdbot, and Jrbot are the most popular bot families, as explained in [10].
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Figure 4.3: Hooking overhead with increase in the number of API calls. The logarithmic
scale is used on both the X- and Y-axis.
To evaluate BotTee, it was required that one bot command with the same functionality
be executed by at least four different bots. This allowed construction of each template to
be based on the execution of at least three bots. The execution traces of the remaining
bots were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the template for identifying bot commands.
In addition, we collected at least 100 execution traces for each bot command in
the controlled environment. For these 100 or more traces, the ability of the method
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to correctly identify the bot command can be evaluated. For instance, to evaluate the
method on Agobot, the execution traces from other bots were used to construct semantic
templates, which were then used to identify the bot commands executed by Agobot. For
all bots, we evaluated the detection rate for different bot commands.

4.3.2

Performance Overhead of Hooking

It is important to measure the overhead of hooking, as that determines the practicality
of the proposed method. Figure 4.3 shows this overhead, as a function of the number of
intercepted API calls. For normal environments without hooking, there is no overhead.
The overhead is greater when hooking also captures the arguments of system calls. The
overhead becomes significant only when more than 1000 API calls are intercepted. This
motivates the decision to intercept only calls in ComAPI, which results in a smaller
performance penalty. We show below this is still sufficient to identify bot commands
accurately.
We assume that suspected bot is first detected by conventional means. After this,
execution tracing can be turned on to identify which bot commands are being executed.

4.3.3

Correlation Results

The first experiment was intended to determine if different bot input commands with
the same purpose produce execution traces that are highly correlated. The results are
shown in Figure 4.4(a) and Figure 4.4(b).
Figure 4.4(a) shows the average correlation with a probability of θ1 ≥ 95% for
each bot command, performed by all possible pairs of bots, for repetition factor γ = 2
(Note: γ = 2 for all experiments. The longer γ is, the more robust against API call
injection. However, the efficiency for real-time matching might be reduced. According to
the experiments, 2 ≤ γ ≤ 5 would be recommended.). For this experiment, the average
correlation score for bot commands with the same purpose, but performed by different
bots, was 0.88. In the case of ‘synflood’, ‘scan’ and ‘redirect’ commands, which were
performed by Jrbot, Spybot, Agobot and Rbot, the average correlation (ρ) was higher
than 0.7. In the case of ‘dns’, ‘download’, ‘visit’ and ‘email’ commands, the average
correlation (ρ) was higher than 0.9 All of these commands are closely related to Internet
threats, and have a recognizable pattern of system calls to achieve their objective.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Average correlation value from the correlation engine. In Figure 4.4(a), the
values are for bot commands with the same purpose, performed by a pair of different bots.
In Figure 4.4(b), the values are for bot commands with different purposes performed by a
pair of different bots. Each bar is the average values for all the possible execution traces
of all the bots.

Compared with Figure 4.4(a), Figure 4.4(b) shows that different bot commands with
different purposes performed by a pair of bots have low correlation values (ρ), with an
average of 0.52. This further illustrates the accuracy of the proposed command identification method. As expected, very different bot commands will have very low correlation
values. For example, the average correlation of ‘delete’ and ‘open’ commands was less
than 0.3. However, the ‘quit’ and ‘sysinfo’ commands have a high correlation value, since
most CACTs for the two commands consist of routine (non-distinctive) calls for each
bot.
In addition, Table 4.2 shows one example of analyzing commands from pairs of bots.
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Table 4.2: Results from correlation engine for pairs of bots (Correlation (ρ), Probability
(θ1 (%)), CACT Length (k))
Bot Command
sysinfo
dns
synflood
email

Bot Instance
Agobot, Sdbot
Jrbot, Sdbot
Jrbot, Rbot
Rbot, Jrbot

ρ
θ1 (%)
0.87193
97
0.99785
99
0.99449
99
0.91479
99

k
13
30
35
52

The table includes the length of the longest common subsequence of API calls, the correlation, and the probability θ1 , for each such pair. As shown in Table 4.2, the bot
commands with the same function performed by two different bots have a very high correlation value and a probability (θ1 ) that is greater than 95%. Additionally, the CACTs
for each command include important APIs for identifying the execution of the bot command. These are termed the featured APIs. For example, in the case of the ‘dns’ bot
command, the CACT is recv, TlsGetValue, GetLocalTime, GetUserDefaultLCID,
WideCharToMultiByte, GetTimeFormatA, GetConsoleMode, WriteConsoleA,
WriteFile, inet addr, ..., GetTickCount, InterlockedExchange, CloseHandle,
gethostbynam, inet ntoa, send, with the length 30.

4.3.4

Identification of Specific Bot Commands

BotTee identifies each bot command based on the method described in section 4.2.5. For
each group of commands, Figure 4.5(a) shows that BotTee achieves more than a 95%
identification rate (γ = 2); the exception is commands in the general group. In the groups
of host control commands and network control commands, BotTee has approximately
95% detection rate. In the group of attack commands, BotTee shows more than 95%
detection rate. Above all, commands in the attack command group are identified with a
high detection rate. These commands exhibit distinctive system call patterns (type and
frequency) that can be distinguished from those of other commands.
By each command, Figure 4.5(b) shows in more detail how well BotTee identifies
specific actions of bots on the host.4 Most bot commands are identified correctly more
4

The general group, as shown in Figure 4.5(b) includes all the commands which consist of routine
system calls, such as ‘id’, ‘alias’, ‘version’, ‘nick’, etc., as indicated in Table 4.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Detection rate for each command group or for each bot command as shown in
Table 4.1. The detection rate is evaluated for γ = 2, probability (θ1 ) ≥ 95% correlation
(ρ) ≥ 0.6 (δ).

than 95% of the time. For example, commands such as ‘dns’, ‘download’, ‘visit’, etc.,
are 100% correctly identified. The ‘email’ and ‘synflood’ commands, which also exhibit
distinctive call patterns, are identified correctly more than 95% of the time.
Table 4.3 shows an example of the logging system in Figure 4.1 when a bot executes
a bot command. In this example, the victim can be a host targeted by DoS attack or
a vulnerable mail server to send spam. Other malicious behaviors of interest can be
captured by the logging system and used for analysis of the botnet structure and use.
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Table 4.3: An example of logging arguments in the intercepted API functions. The
example is derived by experiments in section 4.3. The last entry (Behavior) in this table
represents each bot command group in Table 4.1.
C&C server IP (Port)
192.168.15.101 (6667)
192.168.15.101 (6667)
192.168.15.101 (6667)
192.168.15.101 (6667)

4.3.5

Bot Command
id
sysinfo
synflood
email

Victim
N/A
N/A
192.168.15.103 (1234)
192.168.15.103 (25)

Behavior
General
Host
Attack
Attack

False Identification

Using the templates derived from monitored bot execution, we evaluated the number
of times that bot commands were incorrectly identified as being executed by non-bot
software. Table 4.4 shows the results. In the majority of cases, the length of the CACT
shared by the non-bot application and the template was less than 10.
In two cases, the non-bot program trace was identified as executing the bot command
‘download’ after comparison with the template database. The CACT lengths in these
two cases consisted of the initial 9 (Internet Explorer) or 13 (Winscp) system calls in the
template for the bot ‘download’ command, which are evidently not distinctive enough to
differentiate bots from non-bot programs. In point of fact, some commands executed by
bots may well be quite similar to the actions taken by non-bot programs. Our assumption
is other means are used discriminate bots from non-bots, so this isn’t a serious drawback.
In all other cases (including some not shown in Table 4.4), non-bot programs had low
correlation with the bot templates, and were not identified as executing bot commands.

Table 4.4: Results on non-malicious applications. The bot commands in this table comparably correspond to the activities of the benign applications.
Application

Bot Command

Internet Explorer

download
visit
download
connect
email
execute
connect
download
synflood

Winscp
Outlook Express
Notepad
PuTTy

Correlation
(ρ)
0.7713
0.0225
0.8727
0.8957
0.2529
0.8185
0.5564
0.6573
0.3692
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Probability
(θ1 (%))
97.49
14.28
99.97
89.57
51.92
90.98
66.99
92.35
52.87

CACT Length
(k)
9
52
13
5
25
6
6
9
7

Matching
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

4.3.6

Detection Rate with API Call Injection Attack

Figure 4.6: Detection rate for API call injection attacks.

If an attacker wishing to obfuscate the execution of bot commands introduced arbitrary system calls during command execution, there should be little impact on the
proposed detection method. This is because many types of system calls are ignored by
the correlation engine. A more serious attack would be the injection of ComAPI calls.
Let the attack rate φ be defined as the fraction of ComAPI calls which are injected by the
attacker for obfuscation purposes. In other words, some API calls in the complete set of
ComAPI calls are intentionally injected into execution traces as much as φ. For instance,
if the attack rate is 10%, one tenth of the hooked API calls are injected by the attacker
for obfuscation purposes. Such injection may be intended to obfuscate timing analysis
and correlation as well. In general, one bot command may generate an execution trace
with several hundred hooked system calls, so a 10% attack rate may obfuscate execution
traces significantly.
For purposes of evaluation, we launched injection attacks on bot execution, and compared with templates that gave high detection rates for each bot command, as shown
in Figure 4.5(b). Figure 4.6 demonstrates the performance of BotTee under these conditions. As shown in the figure, BotTee shows a high detection rate for network-related
attack commands, up to an attack rate of 20%. In the case of bot commands with specific patterns, such as ‘email’ and ‘synflood’, BotTee identifies such bot commands well,
regardless of the attack rate. On the other hand, for commands having a short CACT,
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the detection rate is decreased when the attack rate reaches 20%. Such commands are
classified into a general group, or are not involved in network threats, so accurate and
exact identification is likely to be of lower priority. For bot commands which can be
involved in network threats, such as ‘dns’, ‘scan’, ‘visit’, ‘email’, ‘synflood’, etc., BotTee
is robust to call insertion attacks.

4.4

Discussion

The more bots that are observed, using techniques such as the one proposed in this
chapter, the more accurately that botnet-driven network threats can be identified. This
can be facilitated by virtualization of hosts susceptible to bot infection on honeypots.
For example, the Potemkin Honeyfarm system [107] provided highly scalable virtual
honeypots based on special purpose gateways and a virtual machine monitor derived
from Xen. This work emulated hundreds of thousands of IP addresses, using only a
handful of physical servers.
BotTee can specify victims targeted by active botnets and infer the overall behaviors
of the active botnets through closely monitoring bots activities without analyzing network
traffic. To do so, we should allow the bots to communicate with botmasters for at least
several hours [70]. During this time, the bots should not be allowed to infect a network
of hosts. Even though honeypots are an essential decoy system, it is dangerous to let
bots communicate through a honeywall [103], which only limits rates of communication.
Since bots do not produce much traffic, and stealthily communicate with a botmaster, an
intelligent system is required to control bot behavior while communicating. This can be
achieved by BotTee through recognizing individual bot behaviors. By controlling specific
bot actions, we can securely monitor bot behaviors as long as needed. The hooking
technique allows potentially malicious bot commands to be replaced by more benign
actions, or to be thwarted.
Due to the overhead of hooking, it is not practical to intercept all API calls at runtime.
The above results demonstrate that the set of calls in ComAPI is sufficient to recognize
individual bot behaviors, with little performance degradation. Through considering the
arguments of API calls, BotTee can be advanced to control current active bots with
high accuracy of the behavior identification. In addition, by using a compact finite state
automaton approach [92], we can make BotTee more practical and robust against severe
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obfuscation. By using such an approach, without making semantic templates, BotTee
can identify individual actions through dynamic specification.

4.5

Concluding Remarks

This chapter proposes a method for identifying the high-level commands being executed
by a bot, in real time. Such a capability is useful for analysis of bot activities, intended
victims, and control structure. The method is based on hooking of selected system calls,
and comparison of the resulting traces with a previously-captured set of bot command
templates. The comparison itself involves computation of a least common call trace
subsequence, and correlation of call trace timing.
This method was implemented in a system called BotTee. BotTee was evaluated in a
private network with actual bot instances. Under these conditions, BotTee successfully
identified important bot commands from system call traces. This held true even for commands executed by bots from other bot families, and not represented during construction
of the command templates. BotTee is therefore useful for analysis of bot instances not
yet seen. With proper threshold selection, BotTee does not mis-identify commands. In
addition, BotTee is relatively robust to call injection attacks.
BotTee does not rely upon analysis of network traffic and is independent of the control protocol used. This approach may be combined with methods that examine network
traffic, for better performance than each alone can achieve. Further, logging and inspection of the arguments of captured system calls can shed further light on the attacker’s
intentions.
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Chapter 5
Clustering Common Semantic
Patterns by Static Analysis
5.1

Introduction

Malware detection tools such as virus scanners have been the major defense against
malware attacks on personal computers. They are useful, but often criticized for being
overly simplistic, particularly when dealing with unknown malware instances, or mutations of known malware [20, 106, 23, 77]. These detectors typically use signatures (fixed
byte strings) that represent characteristic instruction sequences derived from collected
malware samples. This approach lacks insight into the malware program semantics or
malicious behavior. This shortcoming permits easy exploitation of program obfuscation techniques such as polymorphism (self-decrypting code), and metamorphism (code
rewriting techniques) [100, 1, 2].
Advanced detection techniques such as [89, 23, 56, 62], in contrast, focus on specifying
and identification of malicious behavior demonstrated by malware instances. Example
malicious behaviors include self-unpacking, hooking into the web browser, modifying
critical data at load time, etc. Since these techniques are not dependent on specific, small
instruction sequences, they are more robust against code obfuscation (which normally
does not affect malware behavior in any significant way). However, the development
of these behavioral specifications or patterns can be slow, and identifying the common
behavior that characterizes an entire class of malware requires manual inspection and
processing, a hit-or-miss proposition.
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For an automated generation of such signatures, building program behavior models
using various mining techniques, for the purpose of intrusion detection, has been previously proposed [68, 108, 45, 91]. However, these methods normally construct benign
behavior models, and detect deviations from these models via run-time monitoring. A related, recent paper [21] developed a novel mining technique to specify malicious program
behaviors also. It did so by mining differences of execution traces between a malware
sample and a set of benign programs. However, a general limitation of this approach
is the difficulty of simulating the malicious execution environment to obtain all possible
malicious execution traces.
The goal of the present work is to propose an automated approach to develop common
behavior(a.k.a signatures) for a set of malware samples. This pattern can then be used to
detect metamorphic malware, or new malware mutations. The output of this approach
is common semantic patterns that occur in these malware samples. Since the patterns
represent a set of common characteristics of an entire malware family, they can effectively overcome the obfuscation techniques utilized by attackers when creating malware
variants.
The proposed method starts with a characterization of malicious program behavior
based on static analysis. This method disassembles malware binaries, and characterizes
a semantic pattern of the individual binary, particularly of the way of system call generation. The proposed method addresses the problem of how to find common behavior
among an entire family of malware, starting from individual semantical pattern instances.
To find common behavior, a hierarchical clustering technique is used to find and characterize the most important, common patterns shared by the malware programs. Clustering
is based on a greedy algorithm that considers the distance, or difference, between two
patterns.
The proposed method has been implemented and evaluated on real-world malware
programs, which are obtained from trusted sources and widely-used repositories. A set of
experiments were performed to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. Detection
rates of more than 90% for new malware, and false positive rates of less than 1% for
benign programs, were achieved with appropriate parameter settings. In addition, these
experiments demonstrate the number of patterns needed for identification purposes can
be reduced with no reduction in detection quality.
Our contributions of this chapter are the following. First, it describes a new method to
automatically extract common behavior of collections of malware instances, and how to
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apply that method to detecting previously-unseen malware software. Once only malware
samples are given, the proposed method is fully automated to find high quality semantic
patterns with automatically configuring proper parameters. Second, the method reduces
substantially the number of semantic patterns needed to identify malware mutations,
with no reduction in the quality of detection. Third, it works completely on binary code,
and requires no source code access. Finally, it looks for semantically similar behavior,
not just identical behavior. This allows the successful detection of malware despite the
use of obfuscation, and the rapid evolution of new malware software. This feature is
reflected in the computation of similarity scores for pairs of sub-patterns.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces a new method for automatically mining common behavior of malware samples, and for using the result to detect
the malware instances. Section 5.3 presents the results of applying the proposed method
to real-world malware binaries. Section 5.4 discusses the method and its limitations.
Finally, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter.

5.2

Proposed Work

In this section, we propose a new method to generate common behavior from a collection
of malicious binaries. The common behavior should be precise enough to uniquely classify
the binaries, but general enough to identify many variations of the malware. The common
behavior are derived through static analysis and data mining. It is used to analyze and
detect new instances of the malware.

5.2.1

System Overview

Figure 5.1 shows the processing required to derive common behavior from a set of malware. The processing is completely automated, once the binaries are provided. The
output is intended to represent the behavior that is commonly used to most or all of the
malicious programs.
In general, the proposed scheme consists of three main processes: static analysis,
binary classification and hierarchical clustering. First, each binary is disassembled, one
by one. For each program, the disassembly processes the code and detects the system
calls made by that code. From each system call that is detected, a characterization of
its use, called a semantic sub-pattern, is produced. Information about the complete set
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of system calls is captured in a summary called a semantic pattern for the program, and
written to a file(one per program). Based on the semantic patterns for all programs, the
similarity metric computes the similarity between a pair of semantic patterns.
Second, a large number of malware samples are classified into different classes (i.e.groups)
by using the similarity between a pair of semantic patterns. The process is necessary
to extract accurate representative patterns from one class having the binaries that are
related to each other. In other words, the binary classification creates several malware
groups from given data set. The binaries in each group is suspected to a set of variants
for the class. In the next processing, the clustering stage, the common patterns are mined
for each of the classified group .
Finally, for each of classified groups from the malware, before the mining engine, the
preprocessor coarsely clusters these sub-patterns in the semantic patterns for the complete set of the programs into different clusters. Each cluster has a similar type of system
calls. The preprocessor computes the similarity between a pair of sub-patterns in the
same clusters, based on this information coarsely clusters the sub-patterns. This preprocessing clusters as well as the similarity scores for the sub-patterns, are then processed
to a data-ming engine in the next stage. The data-mining engine analyzes the set of
sub-patterns to find a popular or common behavior from these sub-patterns and their
similarity scores. It uses a hierarchical clustering algorithm for this purpose. The output
of the engine is a representation of the most common behavior from the collected inputs.
The common behavior is then used to analyze other executables for purpose of detecting possible malware. The analysis computes a semantic pattern for the target program,
and compares it with the common behavior derived by the above process. In the following
sections, we describe each stage of the processing in detail.
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Figure 5.1: System Architecture of Common Behavior Generation
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Common
Behavior

5.2.2

Semantic Pattern Generation

In this section, we first define a semantic pattern which is the important behavior of
a program. The semantic pattern is generated by control flow and data flow analysis
through disassembly. The semantic pattern cannot be easily exploited by various obfuscation and packing techniques, which are the shortcomings for signature-based malware
detection.
A semantic pattern for one program characterizes the structural and functional information of the analyzed program. The semantic pattern summarizes how to generate the
system calls by the program, as shown in Figure 5.2. Specifically, the semantic pattern
is based primarily on the system calls executed by the malware. The semantic pattern
itself consists of a set of sub-patterns, where one sub-pattern characterizes the way that
a single system call is made. To derive a semantic pattern of each program, the disassembly processes an executable to extract its significant behavior, at the level of the system
calls made by the program, and their possible parameters through control and data flow
analysis of the resulting code. The disassembling method of Kruegel et. al [61] was
adopted for this purpose. This analysis results in the control flow graph of the program:
a set of basic blocks, and the transfers of control between those blocks. For each block,
the call instructions that branch to system calls are identified.
After the generation of the semantic pattern, for each block, a semantic sub-pattern is
generated by the data flow analysis. The data flow analysis identifies the target address
of the call instruction through its data dependency. The data dependency is determined
by the instructions that affect the target address used by the program. In other words,
for each system call in the single block, a set of maximal instruction traces ending at that
call are found. A maximal instruction trace, or program slice, is a maximum-length loopfree sequence of instructions ending at a system call. For one system call, there may be
multiple such maximal traces by control flow and data flow analysis. In detail, the target
address of the call is determined by the instructions affecting the parameters in the block
with the reaching definition [76]. For each of these instructions, the blocks affecting their
input operands are determined by data flow analysis. This process of backward data flow
analysis continues until either (a) the target block is again reached (in which case a cycle
has been discovered), or (b) there are no more instructions remaining for which backward
data flow analysis must be performed. The above process is performed for each system
or library function call encountered in the disassembled code.
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Pattern (B)

Pattern (A)
Subpatterns
1 call [0x42A E1018]
2

call [0x42A E101C]

Subpatterns
1 mov ebp, esp
mov eax, [ebp-40]
call eax

call [0x42A E1010]

3 mov ebx [0x42A E1010]
mov eas, [ebx]
call eax

2

call [0x42A E101C]

3

call [0x42A E1018]

4 mov ebp, esp
mov eax, [ebp-40]
call eax

4 mov ebx [0x42A E1010]
mov eas, [ebx]
call eax

Nk

Nl

.
.
.

call [0x42A E1010]

.
.
.

Figure 5.2: Semantic Patterns of Two Programs

Following this data flow analysis, the instructions of each maximal instruction trace
are processed to generate a sub-pattern for the trace. For this purpose, each instruction
is first converted into an intermediate representation, based on the semantics of the
instruction. This intermediate representation is convenient for processing, and allows
functionally equivalent instructions to be represented in the same way. It also allows the
method to be applied regardless of the instruction set architecture, although at present
only the Intel x86 architecture [6] is targeted, due to its popularity.
The intermediate representation consists of the operation type, the operands, and the
operand addressing modes (i.e. immediate data, register, or memory addressing). The
operation types for the x86 architecture are classified into seven major categories (e.g.,
data transfer, arithmetic, logical, control transfer) and within each category multiple
sub-categories may be defined. For instance, the loop and jcc instructions both transfer
control and therefore are assigned to the same operation type. Operands are classified
as being of type source (read only) or destination (write only or read/write), and the
addressing mode and associated register, if any, are recorded. The conversion to intermediate form allows many instructions that are functionally equivalent to be identified
to a limited degree. For instance, using intermediate representations, the instructions
sub ecx, ecx and xor ecx, ecx are identified as functionally equivalent to mov ecx, 0, and
the instruction push eax is identified as being equivalent to dec esp, 4 followed by mov
[esp], eax. After conversion to the intermediate representation, the instructions in each
maximal trace are symbolically executed in a very limited way. Currently, this symbolic
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execution is simply the propagation of constant values. Suppose the first (earliest) instruction in a trace assigns a constant value to a register or memory location, and this
constant value can be propagated to the target system call in the single block as the
address to which flow of control will occur. This call instruction and the (constant)
target address then form an element of a sub-pattern for a single maximal trace ending
at the block. Note that this symbolic execution is not sophisticated enough to recognize
all target addresses unambiguously. For instance, some addresses may be computed from
information that is not available until runtime. Therefore, when an instruction cannot
be symbolically executed, the propagated constants are bound to it and recorded. All
such instructions in their intermediate representation are recorded in order and form an
element of the sub-pattern for a single maximal trace ending at the block. An executable
instruction in a maximal trace is not included in the element.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of the the patterns generated for code fragments of the
Sapphire worm, and for a metamorphic variant of this worm. For purposes of illustration,
each sub-pattern is presented in Intel x86 assembly language form, and is a result of data
flow analysis and symbolic execution. For instance, sub-pattern 1 of Pattern (A) results
from symbolic execution of the instruction trace mov esi, [0x42AE1018] —— call [esi],
in which the second instruction operand depends on the first instruction. Sub-pattern 2
of Pattern(A) has two elements, which result from two traces whose target is the same
library function call. In this example, there happens to be multiple sub-patterns which
are identical. This is because some of the library functions are called in multiple places,
with different parameters.
The complete set of maximal instruction traces ending at the same system call are
then aggregated. This aggregation of system calls constitutes a semantic sub-pattern for
the program, and represents the different ways in which the system call can be invoked.
The sub-pattern for the single block, denoted SPi , is the set of all such elements for
all maximal traces ending at the block. The set of all such sub-patterns SPi for all the
system or function calls in code fragment is called the semantic pattern, and is denoted as
P . The intuition behind this definition of a program pattern is that a malware program
will normally make use of some well-defined system services, whose addresses must be
found (so that they can be accessed) in a well defined way. Attempts to obfuscate the
program function, without changing the set of system or library function calls, can still
leave this behavior visible to inspection. Even obfuscation of the target of a system call
may leave the true target exposed as one possibility. Since the proposed method uses
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all possible traces, this true target will remain part of the pattern of the code fragment.
The use of both symbolic execution and control flow analysis after disassembly will also
overcome many known methods of obfuscation, as demonstrated in [124].

5.2.3

Similarity Measurement

This section explains how to compute the similarity between two binaries with the derived patterns in the way just described. The similarity measurement can overcome the
differences between two variants of the same malware. Its purpose is to determine if
two code fragments are similar enough to exhibit functional equivalence. The proposed
method does not produce a formal proof of equivalence. Not only is that undecidable, but
malware variants may in fact compute somewhat different results. Rather, we consider
similarity in system or function call behavior to be strong evidence that programs have
a similar purpose.
The matching algorithm is defined as follows. Two code fragments k and l are given,
where k may be, for instance, a known instance of malware. The pattern for k has been
computed and is represented as P k = SP1 k ...SPNk k . The pattern for l has been computed
and is represented as P l = SPN1 l ...SPNl l . Let similarity scores be real values between
0 (minimum similarity) and 1 (maximum similarity). Suppose similarity scores between
all pairs of sub-patterns, where one sub-pattern is taken from P k and one sub-pattern
is taken from P l , have been computed. A pattern matching of k and l is a one-to-one
assignment from the set of sub-patterns of k to the set of sub-patterns of l. A maximum
matching is one that includes all of the sub-patterns of k, and/or all of the sub-patterns
of l. A maximum weighted matching is one that maximizes the sum of the similarity
scores of the pairs of sub-patterns that are matched. The value or score produced by a
maximum weighted matching W is equal to the mean of the similarity scores of pairs of
sub-patterns that are present in that matching:
X
P
=
Sk,l

score(SPik , SPjl )

<SPik ,SPjl >∈W

max(| Nk |, | Nl |)

(5.1)

A maximum weighted matching is an optimistic approach to computing the similarity
between two code fragments. The process of deriving and matching patterns should not
be greatly affected by small errors in disassembly and data flow analysis, or by current
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program obfuscation techniques [124]. Pattern matching is performed after similarity
scores are computed for all pairs of sub-patterns. For each such pair of sub-patterns, the
similarity score of all pairs of elements is computed, where one element is taken from the
first sub-pattern, and the other element is taken from the second sub-pattern. From this,
a maximum weighted matching of the elements of the two sub-patterns is computed, in
the same way as mentioned before. The similarity score of this pair of sub-patterns is then
the mean of the similarity scores of pairs of elements that are matched like Figure 5.4.
Finally, computing the similarity of two elements involves comparison of the instructions or instruction sequences (still in their intermediate form) in the two elements. This
step finds a maximum weighted mapping between the instructions in the two elements.
To do this, it is required to compute the similarity between any two instructions, using
as input their intermediate forms. The computation is only an estimate of the similarity
between instructions. Therefore, a heuristic method is used. This method first computes
the similarity between operation types. As an example, add and subtract operations are
deemed to be similar, while add and call are not. The comparison of operands checks
for each operand pair whether the addressing mode, and register or memory addresses or
immediate operands (when they can be determined) are the same, and scores them based
on closeness. Closeness of operands is weighted more heavily than closeness of operation
types when computing a final similarity score for two instructions. This computation is
designed to be accurate enough to capture most obfuscations used in practice.

5.2.4

Binary Classification

In this section, a recursive classification algorithm for a training set(REIN) is proposed,
as shown in Algorithm 3. The proposed method aims to cluster common features (i.e.
common semantic patterns) in a group of malicious programs having similar functionalities. From any arbitrary set of malware samples, REIN algorithm can easily achieve
this goal, based on the similarity of two binaries. It is designed to allow the creation of
common semantic patterns that are specific enough to be representative of the malware
behavior for high detection rate by containing many critical sub-patterns.
The classification of a set of malware samples, called a training set, is based on
the similarity score of two binaries. The result is a set of different classes(groups). A
class(i.e.family) is first defined as a new distinct sample of a malicious code, whereas a
variant is a new iteration of the same family, one that has minor differences but that
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is still based on the original. Variants may be created by augmenting the functionality
of a malware sample (e.g., adding a new exploit for use in spreading) or by applying
packing transformations (such as compression and encryption) to a binary [99, 88]. The
effectiveness for the detection of such variants by using the similarity of two binaries was
demonstrated in the previous paper [124]. Based on the result of MetaAware [124], if
P
the Sk,l
of two binaries (k, l) shows more than a decision threshold(d = 0.5), one(l) is
considered as a variant of the other(k). A class(i.e. family) composes of a set of the
variants.

M alware
(Data Set)

Pick a Reference binary (R)

S≥d

No

Yes
C lassified
Binaries
(T raining Set (G))

|G|  M I N

Figure 5.3: Binary Classification for a Training Set. (S is a similarity score with a
reference binary. d is a decision threshold)

From a training set, first a reference binary(R) is randomly selected to be used as a
criterion. As shown in Figure 5.3 with Algorithm 3, a reference binary first classifies the
training set into two different groups. The binaries in one of the two groups has more than
0.5 similarity score with the reference binary, and the group is called a classified group.
Only the classified group is used by the next stage, the step for hierarchical clustering.
Other binaries in the other one group show less than 0.5 similarity scores with R, and
they belong to an unclassified group. After selecting another reference binary in the
unclassified group, the remaining binaries in the unclassified group are divided into other
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two groups again. In other words, based on a randomly chosen reference binary, the given
malware samples are divided into two groups, and the process is recursively performed in
the unclassified groups in every iteration. This above process is repeated until no more
binaries are left or any binaries in the unclassified group are not classified anymore. For
the latter case, the remaining binaries that are not classified by any reference binary,
are discarded. Such binaries are too different from the given training set. In addition,
we define M IN , the minimum number of binaries in each group for clustering common
patterns.
The output of binary classification is a set of groups that are characterized by their
distinct malware behavior. The next stage of processing aims to derive common semantic
patterns from each group. The set of common semantic patterns collectively represents
the common behavior of the training set.

Algorithm 3 Recursive Classification Algorithm for a Training Set (REIN)
procedure REIN
. Input: Malware Samples (Bi = {B1 B2 ,...,BN } (N is the number of binaries.))
. Output: Classified Groups (Gj = {G1 , G2 ,...,GM } (M is the number of classified groups.))
. All binaries are in a unclassified group (U G) initially.
for i = 1 to N do
U G ← Bi
end for
while |U G| ≥ M IN do
i = 1, j = 1 to N
Randomly pick binary in U G to be used as a reference binary(R)
p
if SB
≥ d then
i ,R
Gj ← Bi
else
U G ← Bi
end if
i = i + 1, j = j + 1
if |Gj | ≤ M IN or Gj = N U LL then
. MIN is the minimum number of binaries in the group.
U G = U G ∪ Gj and R is discarded.
end if
end while
end procedure

5.2.5

Hierarchical Clustering for Common Behavior

To derive common behavior, we need three different steps: preprocessor for pre-clustering,
subpattern similarity measurement, and mining the subpatterns. The preprocessor coarsely
clusters semantic sub-patterns. Its purpose is to improve the speed and accuracy of the
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data mining algorithm, which is the final stage of deriving the common behavior of each
class. This is accomplished by identifying similar sub-patterns that occur in different
programs.
The preprocessor first divides sub-patterns into similar types, based on (staticallyderived) knowledge about the target addresses of each of the system calls. Following
this, the preprocessor computes the similarity between all pairs of sub-patterns of the
same type. Below, the method of initial grouping and similarity score computation are
described in more detail.
Pre-clustering Semantic Sub-patterns
Each sub-pattern input to preprocessor represents a single call instruction in a program.
The sub-patterns are classified into one of four types. These types are:
(I) Direct and known system calls, in which the target address of the call is a known
system function.
(II) Direct but unknown calls, in which the target address is known, but is not recognizable as a specific system function.
(III) Indirect calls, in which the target of the call is stored in a register (whose value is
not computable by static analysis alone).
(IV) Indirect calls, in which the target of the call is stored in memory (and not computable by static analysis). These types of calls usually represent a method dispatch.
An illustration of these different types of calls. These four types are all possibly system
calls analyszed by control flow and data flow analysis. In contrast, calls in which the
target is specified by PC-relative addressing are usually generated by the compiler and
are calls to application sub-routines, rather than calls to the operating system API.
Pre-clustering starts by determining the type of each sub-pattern. These sub-patterns
are then grouped based on their type. Sub-patterns of type (I) are grouped together if
they contain the same system call, with the same DLL name and function name. System
calls to different DLLs, or to different functions of the same DLL, are assumed to represent
different behaviors and are not grouped together. This assumption can be relaxed if the
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user provides additional information about system calls. For instance, Unicode and nonUnicode versions of Windows library functions may be regarded as implementing the
same behavior. In the experimental results discussed in section 5.3, no such information
is provided or used. Therefore, sub-patterns of type (I) are classified into a set of coarsegrained clusters depending on the names.
For other types of sub-patterns, it is not possible to tell definitely if they represent
the same behavior, or not. The proposed method simply creates one group for each
type of sub-pattern, into which all sub-patterns of that type are put. The final decision
about clustering of sub-patterns will be made by the mining engine, in the next stage
of processing. This initial coarse pre-clustering simply indicates sub-patterns that might
have similar behavior.
Pair-Wise Sub-Pattern Similarity Computation
After sub-patterns are assigned to clusters, as described above, the similarity of subpatterns that are in the same cluster is computed. For each group, the result is a
similarity matrix S. Let the ith sub-pattern in a group be denoted SPi . An entry
in the ith row and jth column is a numerical value between 0 and 1 representing the
similarity between the ith and the jth sub-patterns in the group. In this scheme, a value
of 0 represents complete dissimilarity, and a value of 1 represents sub-patterns that are
judged to be functionally identical.

sub-pattern 1

0.4
sub-pattern 2

call [esp+8]
0.4
0.7

call [131]
1

call [eax+8]

0.4

call [575]
0.4
call [131]

Figure 5.4: An Example of Similarity Computation for Pair-wise Sub-patterns. The similarity
(1+0.7)
score is max(2,3)
= 1.7
3 =0.57 since the similarity is defined to be the sum of the maximum weights
for the comparisons, divided by the maximum number of the elements (U ) among two subpatterns.

As mentioned, a semantic sub-pattern represents the different ways in which a system
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call can be invoked. Let each one of these forms of invocation be termed an element
of the sub-pattern. The similarity of two sub-patterns depends upon the number and
similarity of the elements in the sub-patterns. A scoring function is used to calculate
the similarity of the kth and lth elements of two sub-patterns SPi and SPj , denoted as
Uik and Ujl . This scoring function considers the factors of instruction operation type,
operand addressing mode, and address value. The scoring function is implemented as a
decision tree algorithm.
After computing the similarity of all pairs of elements, one taken from SPi , and
one taken from SPj , a maximum weighted matching of these elements is computed. A
standard algorithm is used for this weighted matching. The result is a matching W that
combines pairs of elements that are the most similar. Given this matching, equation(5.2)
shows how the similarity of two sub-patterns is computed:
X
sp
Si,j
=

score(Uik , Ujl )

<Uik ,Ujl >∈W

max(| SPi |, | SPj |)

(5.2)

This function has a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 1. Figure 5.4 shows a maximum
weighted matching (solid lines) between two sub-patterns, and the computation of the
similarity score according to the above formulation.
Data Mining to Derive Common Semantic Patterns
The last stage of processing to derive a common behavior pattern for each classified class
is based on hierarchical clustering, a well-known data-mining technique. The inputs to
this stage are the semantic patterns derived by static analysis, the coarse grouping of
sub-patterns based on type, and the computed similarity scores for each pair of subpatterns that are in the same cluster. The hierarchical clustering method enables groups
of similar data to be discovered over a variety of scales. To decide what scale of clustering
is most appropriate for this application, we define a clustering parameter (c), called the
cutoff factor.
The pseudo-code of the stage is shown in Algorithm 5.2.5. In essence, the processing
consists of 3 steps:
1. perform hierarchical clustering of sub-patterns;
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2. remove (discard from further consideration) clusters of sub-patterns that appear in
an insufficient number of programs in the training set;
3. and, for each remaining cluster, select the sub-pattern that best represents the
sub-patterns in that cluster.
The common semantic pattern that is output by this stage consists of the set of these
representative sub-patterns(i.e. a set of common semantic patterns) for each classified
class. There is such representative sub-patterns for each cluster that occur sufficiently
frequently to be considered “typical” behavior for the programs in the training set.

0.5
0.4

D IST

4

0.3

C utoff = 0.3

0.2

3

0.1
0

2

1
a

b

c

d

e

g

f

Figure 5.5: A Dendrogram of Hierarchical Clustering. A coarse-grained cluster (C) contains
7 sub-patterns represented from ’a’ to ’f’. From the cluster, two fine-grained clusters (F ) are
created by cutoff = 0.3, such as F1 = {a, b, c} and F2 = {d, e}. The height of a sub-tree stands
for the average distance (DIST) of that cluster. The number indicates the order of merging.
After that, representative sub-patterns are chosen for each cluster whose popularity exceeds the
specified threshold p.

The determination of fine-grained clusters (F ) from the coarse-grained clusters (C)
is based on an average-linkage agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm. The
average-linkage clustering algorithm considers the similarities between sub-patterns in
the coarse-grained clusters to create fine-grained clusters. By using the similarity scores
and the coarsely classified sub-patterns in the pre-clustering stage as input, the finegrained clusters can be generated by the cutoff parameter.
Let Fq and Fr represent fine-grained clusters, each containing a set of sub-patterns.
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Define the distance for two fine-grained clusters as follows:
DIST (Fq , Fr ) =

X
1
|Fq ||Fr | SP ∈F
i

q

X

sp
(1 − Si,j
)

(5.3)

SPj ∈Fr

sp
In this equation, (1 − Si,j
) represents the dissimilarity between sub-patterns SPi and
SPj . In Algorithm 5.2.5, the procedure of clustering in each iteration greedily takes the
two clusters whose distance is smallest, and merges them into a single, larger cluster.
This iterative clustering stops when the minimum distance between any two remaining
clusters is greater than a pre-defined cutoff value (c), or when there is only one cluster
remaining. An example of this process is shown in Figure 5.5.
Upon completion, the sizes of clusters will vary. A cluster that consists of a single
sub-pattern, regardless of the number of programs in which that sub-pattern appears, is
considered to be too specific to represent a broad class of the malware instances. Because
of this, such clusters are discarded from further consideration.
From the remaining clusters, the most popular ones are retained. The popularity of
a cluster is the number of programs in the input set(each classified class) contributing
at least one sub-pattern to that cluster, divided by the total number of programs in
the class. It is desirable to use as a common semantic pattern those clusters which are
representative of the highest number of programs. The method selects for further consideration only those clusters whose popularity exceeds a pre-defined threshold, denoted
by the parameter p.
Lastly, from each popular fined-grained cluster, a representative, or exemplar, subpattern is selected. This is defined as the sub-pattern whose average distance to all other
sub-patterns in the same cluster is the minimum, among all sub-patterns in that cluster.
The common semantic pattern for each classified group consists of these representative
(exemplar) sub-patterns from sufficiently popular clusters. The common behavior for the
training set is a set of the common semantic patterns from the classified groups. This
common behavior characterizes the most critical, common functions of the set of malware
instances.
The mining engine automatically select the clustering parameter values, such as c and
p, once the training set is provided. The clustering will stop when all the binaries for
each group of the training set have higher similarity than a decision threshold. In other
words, the derived common behavior can detect all the binaries because the patterns are
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used by them.

5.2.6

Malware Detection

Once the common behavior has been computed from the training set, it can be used to
detect new variants or unknown instances. For this purpose, a semantic pattern for the
suspected binary executable is derived by the same process explained in Section5.2. This
semantic pattern is then compared with the common behavior. In other words, each
common semantic pattern for each class is compared with the semantic pattern of the
suspected program. If the pattern and one of the common semantic patterns are similar
enough, the binary is identified as being an instance of the matched malware class.
This detection process requires computing a matching score between the semantic
pattern of the suspected program and the common behavior of the malware classes, as
follows. After computing the distance between all pairs of sub-patterns, where one subpattern is taken from the suspected program’s semantic pattern, and one sub-pattern is
taken from the common semantic pattern of one malware class, a maximum weighted
matching of sub-patterns from the two is then computed (again, using a standard algorithm for that purpose). The similarity score of the semantic pattern and one of the
common semantic patterns is then defined to be the sum of the weights of the edges for
this maximum weighted matching, divided by the number of sub-patterns in the common
behavior.
If the similarity score exceeds a pre-defined decision threshold (denoted d), the suspicious binary is identified as being an instance of these malware classes. Otherwise, the
suspected program is regarded as not being a member of this malware class.
For instance, suppose the pattern of a suspected malware instance consists of 4 subpatterns, and one common semantic pattern derived from one group consists of 3 subpatterns. Further, let the sum of the weights from a maximum weighted matching of the
two be .6+.7+.9 = 2.2. Then the similarity score of the two will be 2.2 / 3 = .73. If
this is greater than the specified value of d, the suspected instance will be identified as a
variant of the malware class. Among several common semantic patterns in the common
behavior, the similarity between the suspected binary and only one of the patterns should
be greater than a decision threshold for the detection.
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Table 5.1: A Collection of Malicious and Non-malicious Binaries
Data Set
DATASET 1

Total Binaries #
280

Packed Binaries #
100

DATASET 2

200

80

DATASET T

480

180

DATASET 3

300

0

5.3

Used Unpacker
RL!dePacker,
Brat’s UPX Unpacker
Brat’s UPX Unpacker
RL!dePacker,
Brat’s UPX Unpacker
N/A

Malware Type
SDBot, RBot, IRCBot,
MyDoom, Netsky, Bagle, etc.
Agent, Delf, SDBot,
RBot, IRCBot, Bagle, etc.
All types above
N/A

Empirical Evaluation

This section presents the results of experimentally evaluating the proposed method. A
large number of real-world malware samples were used to derive common behavior. These
experiments further investigated the influence of the various parameters used in the
proposed method.

5.3.1

Experimental Setup

Three different sets from various sources were used to evaluate the proposed method,
called DATASET 1, DATASET 2, DATASET 3, as shown in Table 5.1. DATASET 1
was obtained from two trusted sources: Anubis [59] and Rajab [4]. DATASET 2 came
from several well-known public websites1 . DATASET T is a combination of the previous
two data sets. Lastly, DATASET 3 was collected from benign programs on Windows.
The data sets included many packed binaries that present a limitation to static analysis. Most malware writers utilize various packing techniques against disassembly. This
problem can be solved by using various unpacking programs available publicly. Among
a total of 280 binaries in DATASET 1, 100 binaries were packed. From the 100 binaries, 80 binaries used UPX packer program, and 20 binaries was packed by Mew packer.
DATASET 2 also had 80 packed binaries using UPX packer. To unpack those binaries,
RL!dePacker and UPX Unpacker were used to obtain the original executables2 The binaries using unknown packing algorithm can be also addressed by recently developed
1

http://vx.netlux.org, http://offensivecomputing.org, http://securitydot.net
Packed binaries with the known packing programs can be unpacked by using popular unpacking
tools. However, there are packed binaries with unknown packing algorithms. These binaries don’t be
considered by the proposed method because our work is not intended for a new unpacking method.
2
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unpacking tools such as PolyUnpack [89], Ether [37], etc.
The executables in the two data sets were successfully disassembled, and had nonempty program patterns, which means that they contained more than one sub-pattern.
They included different types of executables such as SDBot, RBot, IRCBot, MyDoom,
Netsky, Bagle, Agent, Delf, etc., which are popular instances in the real world. They are
various types of malware: exploit-based worms, mass-mailing worms, Trojan, etc.
These non-malicious binaries in DATASET 3 were collected from the Windows directory C:\windows\system32 on a computer running Windows XP, and included popular
applications such as Outlook Express, Internet Explorer, WinRAR, Wireshark, Matlab
etc. These binaries was intended to evaluate the false positive rate of the proposed
method, in which benign binaries are claimed as malicious binaries.
First, each of the two data sets, DATASET 1 and DATASET 2, was randomly divided
into two groups with the same size, named as a ‘training set’ and ‘a set of unknown
binaries’. By using REIN, the training set generated m different groups. For each of m
groups, the mining engine clusters common semantic patterns. The common behavior is
the sum of the patterns for all the groups. The derived common behavior was used to
detect the unknown binaries in DATASET 1 and DATASET 2, respectively.
The derived common behavior for the training set of DATASET 1 was compared
with the pattern of each executable in the same training set of DATASET 1 to evaluate
the correctness of the resulting common semantic patterns. A detection rate is the
percentage of executables in the training set of DATASET 1 that were identified as
malicious programs by the proposed method. This is called a self-detection rate because
of the reuse of the same training set. This should measure whether the common behavior
adequately captures the behavior of the individual executables from which it is derived.
Furthermore, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, detection rates with
each unknown binary from DATASET 1 was investigated by comparing its pattern with
the common behavior, derived from the training set of DATASET 1. From this, the
detection rate could be calculated by the same process. This measures the effectiveness
of detecting new malicious instances, which are not in the training set. The above process
is applied for DATASET 2 as well. In addition, each of the common behaviors of the two
different training sets for DATASET 1 and DATASET 2, respectively, was also compared
against the semantic patterns of 300 benign programs in DATASET 3 for measuring false
positive rates.
Finally , DATASET T was used to restate the effectiveness of the proposed method
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after randomly dividing the total data set into the two separate sets: a training set and a
set of unknown binaries. As before, the common behavior for the training set was derived
at almost 100% self-detection rate after the classification of the training set. The derived
common behavior was used to evaluate detection rates and false positive rates.

5.3.2

Binary Classification

This section describes the results of REIN to classify the training set into different groups.
REIN classified each of training sets for DATASET 1 and DATASET 2 into different
groups before clustering the common patterns. The decision threshold (d) was 0.5. There
is trade-off according to the decision threshold. If d is too high, many groups of consisting
of too few binaries are generated. If d is too low, large groups of binaries having low
similarity to each other are generated. Based on the results of MetaAware [124], the
decision threshold (d = 0.5) was the best parameter value to classify a large number of
binaries into different groups. In addition, the number of binaries in each of the resulting
groups should be at least greater than 5.
Figure 5.6 shows the results of the binary classification for the two training sets
after using REIN. According to an arbitrary reference binary in the training set, 10
different groups from the training set of DATASET 1 were generated. The training set
of DATASET 2 has 11 separate groups. To demonstrate the feasibility of REIN, the
similarity of binaries in each of the classified groups for each training set was measured.
In other words, if one group has n binaries, by using the similarity metric of Eq. 5.2,
the similarity of each binary against all other binaries(n − 1) in the same group was
computed. This resulted in n − 1 similarity scores for each of the n binaries. Each bar in
Figure 5.6 indicates the average of the n average scores after averaging n − 1 scores for
each of the n binaries. As shown in Figure 5.6, each group has the binaries having various
similarity scores. Even if the training set consists of diverse random malware families,
the binaries in each of the classified groups after REIN might be related to each other.
They might share some code for malicious purpose, and such features can be clustered
by the mining engine.
In detail, for DATASET 1, each of the 9 groups has more than 10 binaries, and a pair
of binaries in the same group have a similarity, non-zero value. A pair of binaries for
each group have higher similarity scores than the decision threshold (d = 05). Among
140 binaries in the training set, only 16 binaries were not classified in any group. As
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shown in Figure 5.6, specially, the fourth group of DATASET 1 has 18 binaries, and all
the binaries in this group have very high similarity, which means that the binaries are
almost identical to each other. DATASET 2 also has comparable results to DATASET 1. However, the training set from DATASET 2 consists of more varied types of malware
instances than DATASET 1. That is, 18 binaries from 100 binaries were not categorized
into any other groups, and each of 4 groups has only 5 binaries. However, like the results
of DATASET 1, the binaries in the classified groups are similar to each other.
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G10

Training Set from DATASET_1
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G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11

Training Set from DATASET_2

(a) DATASET 1

(b) DATASET 2

Figure 5.6: Average Similarity Scores for Each Group from Each Training Set. (Gi is
the ith group in the training set.)

Table 5.2 demonstrates that REIN can classify any arbitrary training set into different
groups with accuracy. Each group possibly consists of the binaries having the same
characteristics. Some noise like unpopular patterns can be eliminated by the mining
engine. To evaluate the accuracy of REIN, a training set consisting of only two different
malware families (Agent family and Delf family), was intentionally created. They were
labelled as their variants by Kaspersky(anti-virus software), and they consisted of 40
binaries. The binaries are also equally divided into the training set and the unknown set.
The detection rates and false positive rates were evaluated for 8 different experiments. In
other words, after classifying the training set in each experiment, the common behavior
was derived at almost 100% self-detection rate. The resulting common semantic patterns
were evaluated for detection rates for the 20 unknown binaries and false positive rates
for DATASET 3. The minimum number of binaries in each group was set to 5.
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As shown in Table 5.2, even if a reference binary was randomly selected in each
experiment, the results across multiple runs were consistent. The number of classified
groups were 2 or 3 as the training set has only two types malware families. The derived
common patterns for each experiment achieved around 80% detection rates for the 20
unknown binaries, and 1% false positive rates for DATASET 3. Note that these detection
rates for the unknown sets are evaluated with the common behavior derived at almost
100% self-detection rates.

Table 5.2: Results of Recursive Classification Algorithm(REIN). (Detection rate(Dt ),
False positive rate(Fp ), Decision Threshold(d = 0.5))

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

# of classified groups Dt
Fp
2
80% 1.0%
2
80% 1.0%
3
83% 1.0%
2
80% 1.0%
2
80% 1.0%
2
80% 1.0%
3
83% 1.0%
3
83% 1.0%

Table 5.3: Performance of the Proposed Method. (Self-detection rate(Self − Dt ), Detection rate(Dt ), False positive rate(Fp ), Decision Threshold(d = 0.5))
Data Set
DATASET 1

# of Groups
10

DATASET 2

11

Self − Dt (%)
88%
100%
83%
98%

Dt (%)
78%
92%
76%
94%
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Fp (%)
0.5%
6%
1.0%
5%

Total Reduction(%)(Parameters3 )
98.14% (c = 0.4, p = 0.4)
98.92% (c = 0.4, p = 0.6)
98.44% (c = 0.4, p = 0.4)
98.88% (c = 0.4, p = 0.6)
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Figure 5.7: Detection Rate (Dt ) with the Unknown Sets for DATASET 1 and
DATASET 2. False Positive Rate (Fp ) for DATASET 3.

5.3.3

Effectiveness of Common Behavior

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed method was measured to evaluate the
detection rates of the derived common behaviors for two different sets of the unknown
binaries for DATASET 1 and DATASET 2, respectively. In other words, the resulting
common semantic patterns from the training set of DATASET 1 were evaluated to detect
the unknown binaries from DATASET 1. Likewise, the derived common behavior from
the training set of DATASET 2 was measured for detection rates for the unknown binaries
of DATASET 2.
As shown in Figure 5.7, with the decision threshold (d = 0.5), the derived common
behavior showed more than 90% detection rate for unknown binaries from DATASET 1, for 0.2 ≤ c ≤ 0.8 and 0.6 ≤ p ≤ 0.8. As the decision threshold increases, the
detection rates decreases. However, between 0.5 and 0.7 for the decision threshold, the
derived common behavior demonstrated moderate detection rates (70% ≤ Dt ≤ 100%)
for 0.2 ≤ c ≤ 0.8 and 0.4 ≤ p ≤ 0.8. Likewise, for DATASET 2, with d = 0.5, the derived
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common behavior can detect the unknown binaries with more than 92% detection rate
for 0.2 ≤ c ≤ 0.8 and 0.6 ≤ p ≤ 0.8. With d = 0.5, the proposed method showed
very good performance (≥ 92%) for the unknown set, as demonstrated in Table 5.3. In
general, for 0.2 ≤ c ≤ 0.8 and 0.4 ≤ p ≤ 0.8, the proposed method showed more than
70% detection rates with 0.5 ≤ d ≤ 0.7 for new instances.
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Figure 5.8: Self-detection Rate (Self − Dt ) with the Training Sets of DATASET 1 and
DATASET 2. (c = cutoff, p = popularity threshold, decision threshold (d=0.5))

With the derived common behavior for each training set for DATASET 1 and DATASET 2, Figure 5.7 shows the false positive rates for DATASET 3. For most of the clustering
parameter values, the derived common behavior have less than 10% false positive rates.
In detail, for d = 0.5 and d = 0.6, the derived common behavior from the training set
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of DATASET 1 shows 0.5% false positive rates with p = 0.4 and 0.2 ≤ c ≤ 0.8. With
the same values for the clustering parameters, the derived common behavior from the
training set of DATASET 2 have 1% false positive rates.
Table 5.3 summarizes the experimental results for the effectiveness of the proposed
method. For 0.4 ≤ c ≤ 0.6 and 0.4 ≤ p ≤ 0.8 with d = 0.5, the proposed method shows
the best performance demonstrated in Table 5.3. Furthermore, compared with the result
of Clemens[59] coming from Anubis project, their results was 90% detection rate at best
for one malware family, and 64% detection rate average over all families by their proposed
scheme. However, in the face of the difficulty of packed binaries, our proposed method
achieved 83% detection rates for one malware family (i.e. Backdoor.Win32.Agent family),
and obtained 78% detection rates for all families used. Their method used dynamic
analysis, but our scheme was based on static analysis.

5.3.4

Impact of Clustering Parameters

In this section, the quality of common behavior according to each clustering parameter
was measured to evaluate the inclusiveness of the derived common semantic patterns
for the classified groups. Figure 5.8 shows the self-detection rates for DATASET 1 and
DATASET 2. According to each of clustering parameter values, the derived common
behavior has different self-detection rates. In detail, from c ≥ 0.2 and p ≥ 0.6, any of
the derived common behavior can detect all the binaries for DATASET 1(i.e. 100% selfdetection rates). The derived common behavior for DATASET 2 shows more than 96%
self-detection rates from c ≥ 0.2 and p ≥ 0.6. However, other values for each clustering
parameter have low self-detection rates. Because of this, the proposed method stops
the clustering algorithm to mine common patterns at almost 100% self-detection rate.
In general, for the parameter values, 0.2 ≤ c ≤ 0.6 and 0.6 ≤ p ≤ 0.8 achieved 100%
self-detection rates with the training sets. At the same time, the common behavior,
derived with the best parameter values, can obtained high detection rate and low false
positive rates. The popularity indicates the percentage of the binaries in the training
set, which have a specific, interesting sub-pattern. The cutoff parameter determines
the distance(dissimilarity) among sub-patterns. The cutoff value also depend on the
similarity degree of the group. In other words, if the binaries in a group are very similar
to each other, the cutoff values is not sensitive to the group. It is the reason that REIN
is a necessary step to cluster the common semantic patterns. Therefore, the desirable
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values for clustering common semantic patterns should have the lower values of the cutoff
with the higher number of the popularity.
According to the parameter values, the proposed method can potentially result in a
substantial reduction in the number of semantic patterns needed for detection of known
and new malware instances. First, we compute the percentage of the reduction in the
number of semantic patterns required for detection using the number of clusters as a
benchmark4 . For each combination of values of the clustering parameters, the proposed
method reduced the number of the common semantic patterns needed for detection. The
derived patterns achieved high detection rates as well as low false positive rates.
The total reduction rate is calculated to subtract the percentage of the number of
clustering common sub-patterns for all groups divided by the total number of sub-patterns
in the training set from 1. In this table 5.4, as the number of c and p is increased,
the number of the clustered patterns is significantly reduced. As shown in Table 5.4
with Table 5.3, the reduction rate is more than 98% for DATASET 1 and DATASET 2,
respectively, for the specific parameter values. In other words, the percentage of the
common patterns needed for detection requires less than 2% over the number of the total
patterns in the training set.
In detail, Figure 5.9 shows the number of clusters generated in the data mining engines
as the last step for the 9th group of DATASET 2. The total number of patterns in the
group was 1932. From 1932 patterns, the number of the common pattern in the groups
was reduced according to the clustering parameters. Instead of the c values, according
to the p values, the difference is bigger in terms of the number of the resulting patterns.
In other words, according to the change of p, the number of the clustered patterns is
significantly reduced when c is fixed.

5.3.5

Evaluation

In this section, a total of 480 malware samples, DATASET T, were experimented to
restate the proposed method. First, the proposed method derived common behavior for
the training set after dividing DATASET T in half. The mining engine stopped when
the self-detection rate was almost 100%, as proposed in the dissertation. By using the
4

Each fine-grained cluster indicates one common sub-pattern if the popularity is satisfied. That is,
a representative sub-pattern, which satisfies a popularity threshold, is chosen from each fine-grained
cluster to form the common behavior.
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Table 5.4: Total Reduction Rate(%) for DATASET 2.(Each entry indicates a total reof f ine−grained clusters satisf ying p
duction rate(%), which is 1 − the number
. c = cutoff, p =
total number of cluster bef ore clustering
popularity)
Popularity(p)
p = 0.2
p = 0.4
p = 0.6
p = 0.8

c = 0.2 c = 0.4 c = 0.6 c = 0.8
97.14
97.39
97.59
97.83
98.36
98.44
98.56
98.70
98.82
98.88
98.99
99.07
99.17
99.14
99.17
99.20

Figure 5.9: Cluster Size for G9 of DATASET 2. The cluster size can be considered as the
number of clustered sub-patterns in the 9th group of DATASET 2. The total number of
sub-patterns in the group is 1932 for c = 0 and p = 0.(c = cutoff, p = popularity)

resulting common semantic patterns, the detection rates and false positive rates were
estimated for the unknown set of DATASET T, and for DATASET 3, respectively.
Table 5.5 shows the results for DATASET T. The data set generated 22 different
groups, which means that the binaries indicates diversity for malware types. According to
the clustering parameter values, the common behavior had a good performance, as shown
in Table 5.5. Furthermore, only if the self-detection rates was achieved to almost 100%,
the proposed method achieved high effectiveness for the new instances with automatically
adjusted parameters. The necessary percentage of the patterns needed to detect the
unknown binaries was significantly reduced to 98%. The current scheme consider only
self-detection rate to cluster common patterns. As shown in Table 5.5, we can consider
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Table 5.5: Results for DATASET T. (Self-detection rate(Self − Dt ), Detection rate(Dt ),
False positive rate(Fp ), Decision Threshold(d = 0.5))
Data Set
DATASET T
DATASET T
DATASET T
DATASET T

# of Groups
22
22
22
22

Self − Dt (%)
98 %
98%
85 %
85%

Dt (%)
95%
95%
84.5%
84%

Fp (%)
7.5%
7%
1%
1%

Parameters Used
c = 0.2, p = 0.6
c = 0.4, p = 0.6
c = 0.2, p = 0.4
c = 0.4, p = 0.4

Reduction(%)
98.77%
98.07%
98.06%
98.07%

low false positive rates to the stop condition for clustering even if the performance is
reduced. However, it is very hard to select benign programs for the training set of false
positive rate.

5.4

Discussion

There are two limitations to the proposed work. The first limitation stems from the
limitations of static analysis. Malware self-defense techniques can in some cases cause
disassembly and/or static analysis to fail. There are several such techniques(i.e. packing,
encryption, obfuscation, etc), as pointed out in [93]. From this problem, the problem for
obfuscated binaries have been proposed by [66], and packed binaries can be solved by
using unpacking tool[89, 37]. In addition, encrypted binaries can be addressed in[126].
A more sophisticated technique would integrate these approaches to strengthen malware
analysis and defense.
The second limitation comes from the data-mining, which is sensitive to the choice
of the training data set. If program instances with very divergent behavior are combined
into a single training data set, the resulting common behavior may be biased toward specific patterns for a specific malware family. Data set selection in general is an important
problem for data mining. A popular solution is based on the use of genetic algorithms [42]
with domain-specific selection functions to improve the overall correctness of the population. However, the proposed method give a solution to select a training set. The
correctness of the selection method was demonstrated in section5.3.2
Another challenge is that malicious software may contain significant similarity to
benign code, either intentionally, or due to being developed and compiled with the same
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IDEs. This will result in a higher false positive rate. The solution is to exclude from
common behavior the execution sequences found to be common in benign software. The
resulting common behavior pattern will be more specific to the malware that is being
sought.

5.5

Concluding Remarks

This chapter presented a new method for host-based malware detection. It automatically
finds the common behavior of a large collection of bot malware, and uses them to identify
new malware instances. The intuition is that most malware software imitates or is derived
from earlier malware software, and as a result uses similar techniques to accomplish its
goals. The proposed approach combines static analysis with a new data-mining technique.
This technique attempts to identify the most promising pattern to represent the behavior
of entire malware classes. The experiments showed a high detection rate, using a small set
of sub-patterns. This method is more robust than other methods that also use semantic
patterns to attempts to obfuscate code.
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Chapter 6
Common Behavioral Graph
Generation by Dynamic Analysis
6.1

Introduction

Malware (malicious software) continues to be widespread despite the common use of
anti-virus software, and the diversity of malware is increasing. Symantec reported approximately half a million instances of malware for the first half of 2007 [33]. A recent
malware indexing technique was proposed to find the most similar malware for detection of (un)known malicious programs, using a large malware database [52]. To reduce
the resource and management costs for such large databases, deriving a representative
behavior for each distinct malware family is an attractive, but challenging, possibility.
Due to the disadvantages of signature-based malware detection, recent researchers
have turned to analysis of malware behavior. Previous work for behavior-based malware
detection is based on static analysis (i.e. disassembly), or on dynamic analysis at runtime.
Static analysis relies on disassembly to identify malicious behavior, and makes use of
control flow analysis and data flow analysis, such as in SMIT [52], MetaAware [125],
Krugel et al. [64], etc. However, these methods need full disassembly for analysis, and
may have problems with code polymorphism (e.g. encryption, packing of binaries) and
metamorphism (e.g. code obfuscation) [26, 74, 25].
To overcome the drawbacks of static analysis, dynamic behavior-based analysis has
gained much interest [11, 9, 67, 120, 58, 117]. However, existing dynamic approaches can
require intensive memory analysis to investigate unique properties (i.e. the usage of mem-
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ory areas of interest) of the malware. This may be achieved by advanced techniques like
symbolic execution and taint analysis, causing major performance overhead, as discussed
in [120, 57, 60]. Kolbitsch et al. [60] proposed a malware detection method to extract
a system call behavioral graph for each instance, which includes dependencies between
system calls and their arguments, specifically, with the usage of buffers and strings. To
find the dependencies, they also used dynamic program slicing and symbolic execution,
which requires considerable execution and memory overhead, as discussed in [119].
In this chapter, we propose a new malware detection method. This method makes
use of one representative common behavioral graph for all malware instances in a family,
instead of one behavioral graph per instance. The common behavioral graph is created
from individual behavioral graphs through graph clustering. Each behavioral graph consists of two seprate graphs. One of them indicates system call behavioral graph proposed
by [60]. The other graph represents the usage of kernel objects, the object attributes,
and the dependencies between these kernel objects. Such properties are obtained through
monitoring system calls and their arguments at runtime. The resulting common behavioral graph represents common behavior in malware instances of a family. The common
graph has a unique subgraph, called the HotPath, which is shared by all the malware
instances in the family. By using the common behavioral graph and the HotPath, the
proposed method detects new variants of the family with high accuracy.
The proposed method is different from others in the following ways. Instead of finding
unique properties for each malware sample, the proposed method constructs a common
behavioral graph for an entire family. It uses a behavioral graph of system calls or
kernel objects and their attributes by finding dependencies between system calls or kernel
objects. It does not require memory tracing, tainting, or program slicing to work. It
derives the HotPath, which is execution behavior shared by all malware instances in the
family. The proposed scheme aims to achieve the following features, as discussed further
in Section 6.4.
• Scalability: Each family having similar behaviors produces one common behavioral
graph, a representative behavior for the malware family. The resulting common
behavioral graph is not changed significantly by the inclusion of many different
variants in the family.
• Efficiency: The method uses system call traces and their arguments by only reading
the interesting memory blocks (corresponding to kernel objects). Analysis and
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graph generation require very little execution time.
• Effectiveness: The resulting common behavioral graph can detect unknown malware because it is accurate enough to identify variations of common malware behaviors.
• Robustness: The resulting common behavioral graph has moderate resilient against
system call injection attacks. Furthermore, this method uses a similarity measurement to resist attempts at obfuscation, rather than using exact graph matching.
A prototype of the proposed method has been implemented. The prototype use the
Ether [36] platform to intercept system calls with their arguments, on the Windows. We
modified the Ether source by adding some functions to correctly extract all the interested
argument values in the interceded system calls in the memory. In addition, to generate a
common behavioral graph and to match the behavioral graph, a prototype is implemented
by Python and Dot language [65]. While running a program, the proposed method
monitored all the activities generated by each malware sample. When evaluated on wellknown data sets, higher detection rates were achieved than demonstrated in previous
research papers, with false positive rates close to 0% or at 0%. Overhead for graph
construction and matching is only the order of tens of milliseconds. Our contributions
are as follows. First, this method proposes a method to extract a kernel object behavioral
graph (KOBG) for a malware instance from system call traces during execution. Second,
from a set of the KOBGs and a set of system call behavioral graphs, the method first
derives a common behavioral graph that captures representative execution behavior of a
malware family, by using graph clustering. It also found that, without manual inspection,
the common graph has a unique subgraph (HotPath) shared by all of the binaries in
the family. Third, the generated common behavioral graph is scalable since it is not
changed significantly according to new malware variants added into the family. Finally,
the proposed method matching with the common behavioral graph is robust against some
system call attacks, which have been problematic for previous methods using system calls.
In addition, the proposed method achieved better results on real malware instances than
other techniques.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 present
an overview and details about the proposed method, respectively. Section 6.4 presents
the results of evaluating the method with actual malware instances. Discussion and
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conclusions are presented in sections 6.5 and 6.6.

6.2

System Overview

This section provides an overview of the proposed method, as shown in Figure 6.2. Some
instances of malware are assumed to have been previously collected and classified into
malware families; one of several known techniques [11, 9, 67] and anti-virus tools can be
used for this purpose. These constitute a training set.

O ne
M alicious
Program

Dynamic
A nalysis

K OBG

System C alls and
A rugements,
Dependencies

SC B G
Compare
A Behavioral
G raph with
WCBG

A Behavioral G raph

A G roup of
M alicious
Programs
(A M alware F amily)

Dynamic
A nalysis

System C alls and
A rugements,
Dependencies

WC K OBG

K OBG
C lustering
Behavioral
G raphs
SC B G

W CSC B G

W eighted Common Behavioral G raph (W C B G)

Figure 6.1: System Overview. (The weighted common behavioral graph (WCBG) consists
of weighted common kernel object behavioral graph (WKOBG) and weighted system call
behahvioral graph(WCSCBG). The WCBG has HotPath for each of the common graphs.)
Figure 6.2: System Overview

Each binary in this set is executed in a restricted (“sandbox”) environment, and its
execution is monitored. Information is captured and recorded about the system calls
during execution, and the arguments of these system calls. From this information, two
(edge-weighted, directed) behavioral graphs are constructed. In one graph (called a
System Call Behavioral Graph, or SCBG), a vertex represents a system call, and an
edge from one vertex to another represents a dependence between those calls (i.e., one
call produces a result used by another). The second graph (called a Kernel Object
Behavioral Graph, or KOBG) is constructed to represent the usage of kernel objects. Its
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vertex represents a kernel object, and the edges from one vertex to another represent a
dependence between those objects (i.e., one kernel object affects the use or creation of
another kernel object). The weight of every edge in the graph is initially set to 1.
Given each of a set of the SCBGs and a set of the KOBGs in one family, a common
behavioral graph for the family is constructed. To derive this common behavioral graph,
the proposed method uses the concept of a weighted minimum common supergraph [18].
The resulting common graph is called the Weighted Common Behavioral Graph (WCBG)
for the family. This common behavioral graph is directed, and has edge weights derived
from the SCBGs or the KOBGs. Moreover, the common behavioral graph has one HotPath. The HotPath is defined from the two subgraphs for each of the SCBGs or the
KOBGs, which is found in all of the SCBGs or the KOBGs for this family.
Using the resulting WCBG, including the HotPath, any variant of the malware family
may be detected by a matching process. A binary executable suspected of being malicious
is executed likewise in a restricted environment, and system call traces are recorded
during its execution. A SCBG and a KOBG for this program is constructed from this
information, in the same way as for the training set. A matching process compares the
KOBG of the suspicious binary with the WCBG of a malware family to decide if this
binary is malicious or not. This matching process makes use of an empirically derived
threshold to make the decision.
The next section describes the details of execution monitoring, construction of SCBGs
or KOBGs, how they are clustered into the WCBG, and the matching algorithm.

6.3

The Proposed Method

This section explains how to cluster a group of separate behavioral graphs into one
common graph that is representative for a malware family, by using graph clustering.
along with a graph theory needed. In addition, it describes how such graphs are used for
malware detection through a matching process.
The new method has two steps for malware detection. In the first step, a set of
malware instances (executables) are processed to derive system call behavioral graphs
and kernel object behavioral graphs (one per instance) that represent their behavior. In
the second step, the graphs for malware instances that are in the same family are then
clustered into a single graph (a Weighted Common Behavioral Graph) that represents
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the behavior of all members of that family. Finally, the clustered single graph detects
new instances of malware with very low overhead by comparison to the weighted common
behavioral graphs for different malware families. Each processing step is now described
in order.

6.3.1

Kernel Object Behavioral Graph Generation

The graph that represents the behavior of a malware instance is a kernel object behavioral graph. A kernel object is a memory block in the kernel. This memory block is a
data structure whose members maintain information about the object. In the Windows
operating system, several kernel objects are defined, including processes, threads, files,
events, sockets, etc. [69]. Since the kernel object data structures are accessible only by
the kernel, it is not possible for an application to locate these data structures in memory
and directly alter their contents.
A kernel object behavioral graph is constructed from information that is collected
from a running program. A malware program or suspected malware program is executed
in a virtualized environment. The environment is instrumented to capture the arguments
of each system call that is executed. Based on the intercepted system call traces, the
method identifies relationships between kernel objects.
A kernel object behavioral graph (KOBG) is a weighted directed graph described
by g = (V, E, λ, µ). V is a set of vertexes (vertices, v), and each represents a type of
kernel objects. The attributes of a vertex indicate the specific name of the kernel object.
E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges e, and each edge indicates a dependency between two kernel
objects. The dependency is presented by handle types and handle values. A dependency
consists of a handle type and a handle value for the object. The object handle indicates
an identifier to represent a system resource inside a kernel, which is allocated by an
application. λ : V → N + is a function assigning positive weight to the vertexes (initially,
λ(v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ). µ : E → N + is a function assigning positive weights to the edges
(initially, µ(e) = 1 ∀e ∈ E).
A kernel object is a data structure that represents a system resource, such as a file or
a thread. It cannot be directly accessed by applications. Instead, an object handle must
be obtained before accessing or modifying the system resource. Each handle indicates
an entry in a table maintained inside a kernel. These entries include the addresses of the
resources and the means to identify the resource type. When kernel objects are accessed
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via system calls, most such calls include the handle and the object attributes of kernel
objects as arguments of the call. The object name is identified by the ObjectAtrributes
parameter in the intercepted system call.
Each kernel object has a creator function and a destructor function. For instance,
NtCreateFile creates a new file or directory, or opens an existing file, directory, device, or
volume, while NtClose terminates the kernel object with the handle created by NtCreateFile. In addition, NtCreateProcess makes a new process and its primary thread. The
object name is extracted by reading ObjectAttributes parameter values. The kernel object
is no longer accessible when NtClose or NtTerminateProcess is called with this handle.
Once a kernel object is created by a system call, its handle is returned and used in
other system calls as an argument. This means that the kernel object is accessed by other
kernel objects associated with those system calls. For example, when NtCreateThread is
called, it takes a process handle as input, and returns a thread handle. The dependency
between process and thread objects is represented by an edge between the corresponding
vertexes in the KOBG. The weight of all edges in the KOBG is 1.

.....
NtCreateDirectoryObject(OUT DirectoryHandle -> 1,
ˎ , IN ObjectAttributes -> A);
.....
NtCreateFile(OUT FileHandle -> 2, ... ,
IN ObjectAttributes -> B,...........);
.....
NtCreateFile(OUT FileHandle -> 3, ... ,
IN ObjectAttributes -> C,...........);
.....
NtCreateSection(OUT SectionHandle -> 4, ... ,
IN ObjectAttributes->D, ....,
IN FileHandle -> 2);
.....

Process

Directory_A

File_B
File_C
Section_D

(b) KOBG

(a) System Call Traces

Figure 6.3: A partial kernel object behavioral graph for the intercepted system call traces.
(Note that the digits indicate handle values and the alphabets mean kernel object names.)

Figure 6.3 shows a partial kernel object behavioral graph from some system call traces.
The KOBG starts with one kernel object, Process, to indicate its own process. Each
vertex in the graph represents a kernel object created during the execution of the program;
the object name is presented in the vertex. The generated objects implicitly have a
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relationship with the initial process. The edge from File B to Section D is added because
the Section D object is created from the File B object by calling the NtCreateSection
system call. Since multiple kernel handle values can indicate the same kernel object at
runtime, handle values are not used for identifying vertexes.

6.3.2

System Call Behavioral Graph

This section explains how to construct a system call behavioral graph (SCBG) from the
trace of system calls executed. Each system call in the trace is represented by a vertex
in the graph. If the output of one system call is used as an input argument of another
system call, an edge is created between their corresponding vertexes, with weight = 1.
For generation of SCBG from the system call traces, the proposed method find a
dependency between two system calls based on the handle types and the handle values. If a handle value is used with the same value for several system calls, an edge is
created between those system calls. The edge is attributed with the handle type and
value. Memory shadowing and taint analysis are not needed to determine system call
dependencies.
The SCBG proposed here has similarities to the behavioral graphs of Clemens, et
al. [60]. Where they add edges based on the instruction log to find dataflow dependencies
between system calls, the proposed method generates a behavioral graph by considering
only handle dependency for system calls.
The usage of the SCBG is also different from their work. [60] detected malware based
on the dataflow dependency from the instruction traces between two system calls in the
graph. Each graph is continuously used until a match is found. The SCBG proposed in
this dissertation is the starting point for constructing a common behavioral graph for a
family of malware. This common behavioral graph is then used for malware detection.

6.3.3

An Illustration of a Behavioral Graph

This section describes the difference between a kernel object behavioral graph (KOBG)
and a system call behavioral graph (SCBG). Figure 6.4 shows an excerpt of a system call
trace of one of the Netsky worms. This excerpt is used to generate two different graphs.
In this excerpt, the worm obtains the name of its own file (i.e netsky.exe). It then opens
the file (netsky.exe). Next, a new file (AVProtect9.exe) is created to copy the worm’s
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code. Finally, the worm reads its own program code to copy itself into the new file.

1. Nt C reate F ile ( O ut F ile H andle A , «.. , O bject A ttributes -> C :\netsky.exe)
2. ««««..
3. Nt C reate F ile ( O ut F ile H andle B, «. , O bject A ttributes -> C :\W I N D O WS\A V protect9x.exe)
4. ««««.
5. Nt C reatSection ( In F ile H andle A , «O ut Section H andle C , O bject A tr ribtue-> X X X)
Nt M ap V iew O fSection ( In Section H andle C , «.)
6. «««««.
7. Nt W rite F ile ( In F ile H andle B, «.)
8. ««««..

Figure 6.4: A Part of System Call Traces for Netsky.

Figure 6.5 represents the KOBG and the SCBG for this trace. First, for the KOBG,
each vertex in Figure 6.5(a) indicates a kernel object, and the object name. Each edge
indicates a dependency between two kernel objects. The dependency is derived when one
kernel object uses or create another kernel object. The kernel object named “Process”
implicitly appears since all traces are generated by the process. Since the NtCreateFile
function opens a file in the C:\Netsky.exe directory, one vertex for this file (File object) is
created, and the object name is C:\Netsky.exe. The vertex from the second system call,
File C:\Windows\AVprotect9.exe, is generated, and an edge is created to the Process
object because the process opens and creates the file. In addition, NtCreateSection
assigns a memory block. A vertex for this section is created and the object name is the
memory address returned to this trace. An object name of a section may be a DLL name
as well. An edge is created between the Section object and the File object, because the
file makes this section.
Figure 6.5(b) shows the system call behavioral graph for this same trace excerpt.
Each vertex indicates a system call, and each edge represents a dependency between two
system calls. The NtCreateFile vertex is created first. Another vertex, NtCreateSection,
is generated for the second system call. For the dependency between the two vertices, an
edge labeled with the FileHandle value is created, since the output of NtCreateFile is used
as input for the NtCreateSection call. Another edge is created between NtCreateSection
and NtMapViewofSection because of the SectionHandle value that is used by both of
them.
In summary, from the same system call traces, two different behavioral graphs are
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Process
NtCreateFile
FileHandle

File_C:\Netsky.exe

File_C:\Windows\
AVprotect9x.exe

FileHandle

NtCreateSection
NtWriteFile
SectionHandle

Section_XXX

NtMapViewOfSection

(a) Kernel Object Behavioral Graph

(b) System Call Behavioral Graph

Figure 6.5: An Example of Each Behavioral Graph from Figure 6.4.

generated in Figure 6.4. KOBG represents the usage of kernel objects, labeled with their
names. The relationship between two specific kernel objects is difficult to be broken. In
addition, the SCBG illustrates the usage of system calls, based on the dependency of
handle values. Because the handle dependency can be broken easily, it is not robust to
use only SCBG for purposes of identifying and classifying malware. As a result, the use
of both graphs has mutual benefits, since the KOBG does not use handle dependencies.
Furthermore, one common graph is constructed from a set of many graphs, as explained
in the next section.

6.3.4

Weighted Common Behavioral Graph Generation

Let G = {g1 , ..., gn } be a set of the n behavioral graphs for each of kernel objects and
system calls. For the execution of one malware instance, a KOBG and a SCBG are derived
in the way just described. For malware identification purposes, each of the two sets of
the SCBGs and the KOBGs in a family of malware instances is clustered into a single
behavioral graph. constructed from the system call traces collected during the execution
of n binaries, where these binaries are classified as belonging to the same malware family.
To cluster behavioral graphs, we make use of existing methods of clustering graphs, as
in Definition 1. Before introducing graph clustering, we briefly describe some well known
concepts in graph theory [30]. A graph isomorphism is a bijective mapping f between
the vertexes of two graphs G and H such that vertexes u and v of G are adjacent in G if
and only if f (u) and f (v) are adjacent in H. Similarly, a subgraph isomorphism between
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two graphs G and H is an isomorphism between G and a subgraph of H [104].
The Weighted Minimum Common Supergraph (WMinCS) is a clustering method formally described in [18]. The maximum common subgraph (mcs) of two graphs G and
H, denoted mcs(G, H), is a subgraph of G for which there is an isomorphic subgraph
in H, and this subgraph has a maximal number of vertexes among all such subgraphs.
A weighted maximum common subgraph (wmcs) of a set of graphs G is a subgraph of
maximal size for which there is an isomorphic subgraph in all of the graphs.
The Minimum Common Supergraph (M inCS) of G and H is defined as Eq.(6.1).
Note that G − mcs(G, H) and H − mcs(G, H) are the graphs obtained by removing the
mcs of G and H from G and H, respectively.
M CS(G, H) = mcs(G, H) ∪

(G − mcs(G, H)) ∪ (H − mcs(G, H))

(6.1)

The Minimum Common Supergraph for a set of graphs is similarly the union of mcs of
those graphs and the edges and vertexes in those graphs that are not included in the
mcs.
Definition 1 Let G = {g1 , g2 , ..., gn } be a set of weighted directed graphs; a Weighted
Common Supergraph of G, is a weighted directed graph g = (V, E, α, β, λ, ω) such there
exist subgraph isomorphisms from gi to g ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., n}. We call g a Weighted Minimum
Common Supergraph of the set of graphs G, denoted W M inCS(G), if there exist no
other weighted common supergraph of G that has fewer nodes than g. Let fi : Vi → V
be an isomorphism between gi and a subgraph of g. Let (u, v) be a pair of vertexes of V .
The weight of each edge e = (u, v) is k/n if there exist exactly k distinct isomorphisms
fj (eil ) = (fj (ui ), fj (vl )) such that fj (eil ) = e. The weight of the vertex is simply set to 1.
We now explain how the concept of a Weighted Minimum Common Supergraph is
applied to the task of clustering a set of kernel object behavioral graphs or a set of
system call behavioral graphs, denoted G for each of them. The weight (w) of an edge
of W M inCS(G) is k/n iff that edge is contained exactly in k different graphs of the
cluster. The weight (w) is normalized to be between 0 to 1 by dividing by n, the number
of malware instances being clustered. However, the weight of each vertex v is set to the
initial value 1.
Suppose g = W M inCS(G) for a set of malware instances has been constructed. From
this, a Weighted Common Behavioral Graph (WCBG) for G is constructed, depending
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on a parameter Θ. W CBGΘ (G) is a subgraph of g containing all the edges of g having
weight greater than Θ, and the vertexes those edges connect. Through reducing the
original size of the graph, the generated WCBG can be more resilient against noises by
system call attacks. In the following, the W CBGΘ (G) is called WCBG for the sake of
simplicity.
A Weighted Common Behavior Graph (WCBG) can be constructed from a set of
KOBGs, and a set of SCBGs. For a set of malware instances, there is one WCBG.
The WCBG summarizes important behavioral properties of all the malware instances
in the same family. It has a critical path, called the HotPath, which is presented in all
the members of the family. This path consists of edges for which the weights have the
maximum value 1.
An Approximate Algorithm for WCBG Generation
The computation of a WMinCS is a NP-complete problem, moreover, the complexity of
computing WMinCS of a set of graphs is exponential in the number of graphs. Consequently, the proposed method uses an algorithm that approximates the WMinCS of a
set of graphs G.
The approximate WMinCS algorithm is derived from the weighted maximum common
subgraph (wmcs) of a pair of weighted graphs. The computation of wmcs(g1 , g2 ) is based
on the computation of the mcs of two graphs. To generate wmcs between two weighted
behavioral graphs, the McGregor algorithm [29] is used among various known efficient
algorithms in the literature[29, 3]. The WMinCS between two weighted behavioral graphs
is generated by Eq.(6.2) as follows.
W M inCS(gi , gj ) = wmcs(gi , gj ) ∪

(gi − wmcs(gi , gj )) ∪ (gj − wmcs(gi , gj )) (6.2)

The approximate WMinCS equation between the two graphs is extended to a set
of graphs, G = {g1 , g2 , ..., gn }. In other words, after ordering a set of behavioral graphs
randomly, W M inCS(g, gi ) (2 ≤ i ≤ n) is iterated n−1 times to compute an approximate
W M inCS(G) (Note that g is the first behavioral graph in the set after ordering G). The
weights of W M inCS(g, gj ) are repeatedly computed for the edges as defined in Eq.(6.2).
Specifically, for the edges in WMinCS, the weight is equal to the sum of the weights of the
isomorphic edges, divided by the number of behavioral graphs in the set (n). The weight
of vertexes in the resulting WMinCS is simply set to 1, and is not used. Furthermore,
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the wmcs of G after clustering all the graphs, which is shared by all of the behavioral
graphs, is a particularly important subgraph which is called the HotPath. The weight of
all edges in the HotPath is 1, since all behavioral graphs have this subgraph in common.
Finally, the approximately derived WMinCS for the set is reduced into one weighted
common behavioral graph (W CBGΘ (G)) after pruning with a predefined threshold (Θ),
as in the previous section. In other words, edges whose weight is less than Θ are removed,
as well as vertexes isolated by their removal. The result is the Weighted Common Behavioral Graph (WCBG), a representative graph for each family of malware. The WCBG
contains only edges or dependencies occurring in at least a specified fraction of the malware binaries. The WCBG summarizes all and only those properties shared by most
of the malware instances, and the HotPath representing behavior demonstrated by all
malware executions. The resulting WCBG is used for malware detection, as described in
the next section.
In summary, for a set of malware instance executions, a set of KOBGs and a set of
SCBGs are derived, respectively. From the graphs G belonging to malware in the same
family, an approximate W M inCS(G) is constructed for each of KOBGs and SCBGs,
respectively. This graph is pruned according to a parameter Θ to contain only edges
whose weights exceed Θ. The result is the Weighted Common Behavioral Graph for the
family, or WCBG. The WCBG has the HotPath from each of the clustering common
graphs for the KOBG and SCBGs, respectively. We now describe how WCBGs are used
to detect new instances of malware in the second step of the method.

6.3.5

Malware Detection

A program suspected of being malicious is also executed in a virtualized environment,
allowing interception of the system calls executed by that program, along with the arguments of those calls. From the execution of the program, a kernel object behavioral
graph (or KOBG) and a system call behavioral graph are constructed, exactly as described above. The KOBG and the SCBG of a suspicious program is then compared
with the weighted common behavioral graphs (WCBGs) for malware families that have
previously been identified.
Let the behavioral graphs of the suspicious program instance be denoted gnew . This
behavioral graphs indicate the KOBG (gKnew ) and the SCBG (gSnew ). Suppose this
behavioral graphs are compared with the WCBG for one malware family. These two be-
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havioral graphs (KOBG and SCBG) are then compared or matched with the WCSCBG
and WCKOBG for a malware family, respectively. The result is a measure of the similarity between the SCBG and the WCSCBG, and between the KOBG and the WCKOBG.
Eq.(6.3), δ(W CBG, gnew ), is a computation of the similarity between the WCBG and
gnew , where |g| denotes the number of edges in graph g. Note that W (Ei , ej ) means that
edge Ei of the WCBG and edge ej of gnew are matched with the weight w.
P
δ(W CBG, gnew ) =

<Ei ,ej >∈w

W (Ei , ej )

min(|W CBG|, |gnew |)

(6.3)

In summary, an edge Ei in a WCBG is matched with an edge ej in a behavior graph if
the vertex and edge attributes of Ei and ej are the same. The weights of all such matched
edges are summed. This sum is then divided by the minimum of the number of edges in
the WCBG, or in the behavior graph of the suspicious program. In detail, the similarity
score of the KOBG in gnew is the total matching score divide by the minimum number of
the edges in the WCKOBG or the KOBG. This process is the same with obtaining the
similarity of the SCBG in gnew . The resulting similarity is guaranteed to be between 0
and 1, since all weights are also between 0 and 1.
A decision D as to whether a suspected program is malicious is made as shown in
Eq.(6.4).
D = (HotP ath ⊆ gnew ) ∧ {(δ(W CKOBG, gKnew ) ≥ γ) ∨ (δ(W CSCBG, gSnew ) ≥ γ)}
(6.4)
In other words, to decide that the suspicious instance is malware, the KOBG and the
SCBG in the suspicious program must necessarily include the HotPath of the resulting
WCBG. In addition, the similarity of the KOBG or the SCBG for the WCBG must
exceed a predefined threshold γ.

6.4

Evaluation

This section presents the results of evaluating the proposed method. The method was
implemented and used to detect a number of malware samples taken from “the wild”,
and also used by other researchers. The detection and false positive rates, scalability,
and robustness of the proposed method are examined in detail.
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6.4.1

Experiment Setup

Family Name
Allaple
Agent
Mytob
Bagle
Mydoom
Netsky
Agobot
Total Number

Malware Type
Exploit-based worm
Trojan
Mass-mailing worm
Mass-mailing worm
Mass-mailing worm
Mass-mailing worm
IRC Worm
N/A

DATASET_1
DATASET_2
Training Set Test Set Training Set Test Set
50
50
N/A
N/A
50
50
50
30
50
50
50
30
50
50
50
30
50
50
50
40
50
13
50
40
N/A
N/A
50
50
563
520

Figure 6.6: Summary of malware families for experiment

Real-world malware samples were executed in a “sandbox” environment. Some malware instances (the training set) were used to construct WCSCBGs and WCKOBGs,
while others (the test set) were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the method.
Two data sets were used in order to test the sensitivity of the method to differing
inputs. The first data set, DATASET 1, consisted of 563 binaries and was used for
evaluation of the method in [60], obtained from the Anubis Project1 . Classification of
binaries into malware families, and size of and assignment to training set and test set
were exactly as in [60]. DATASET 2 was collected from well-known public websites 2 , and
consisted of 520 binaries. By using the Kaspersky anti-virus scanner, malware instances
in the second data set were classified into malware families.
To evaluate the false positive rate of the proposed method, 100 popular Windows
XP applications were used, such as Notepad, Winzip, Winscp, Internet Explorer, Media
Player, ICQ, MSN, Alzip, Emule, etc.
While installing each application and using them on the controlled environment, we
collect system call traces.
A dynamic analysis system monitored the execution of each malware sample, and
the benign Windows applications, in a controlled environment. The experimental system
1

http://anubis.iselab.org
http://vx.netlux.org,
http://www.offensivecomputing.net,
http://www.malwaredomainlist.com
2
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was a 3 GHz Intel dual core processor with 2GB of main memory. The XEN 3 hypervisor was used for virtualization, with Windows XP SP2 as the guest operating system.
The implementation of the proposed method was based on Ether [36], a malware analysis framework, which leverages Intel hardware virtualization technology (VT) to remain
transparent to malicious software. This framework was slightly modified to obtain additional information required by the proposed method, such as system call execution
timestamps, all the argument values of interest, and attributes of kernel objects.

6.4.2

Performance of Malware Detection

DATASET_1
DATASET_2
False Positive
Family Name Training Set Test Set Training Set Test Set
WCBG
WCBG
WCBG
WCBG
WCBG
Allaple
1
0.90
N/A
N/A
0.00
Agent
1
0.58
0.92
0.83
0.00
Mytob
1
1.00
0.94
0.87
0.00
Bagle
1
0.96
0.90
0.53
0.00
Mydoom
1
0.92
1.00
0.95
0.00
Netsky
0.94
0.92
1.00
0.88
0.00
Agobot
N/A
N/A
0.92
0.90
0.07
Total
0.99
0.87
0.95
0.84
0.01

Figure 6.7: Detection rates (Dt ) and false positive rates (Fp ) for the WCBG (Θ=0.5, γ
= 0.7)

The detection and false positive rates of the proposed method were evaluated first.
For each malware family’s training set, for each of the data sets, the WCSCBG and
the WCKOBG were constructed according to the method described in section 6.3. The
weighted common behavior graph for each training set was constructed with the threshold
Θ = 0.5. A binary being tested to determine if it was malware would then be executed
in order to obtain its system call and kernel object graphs.
Testing a binary involved executing it in the sandbox environment, and constructing
the SCBG and KOBG based on its execution. The SCBG was matched with the HotPath
of the WCSCBG constructed for the training set of its malware family; similarly, the
KOBG was matched with the HotPath of the WCKOBG constructed from the training
3

http://www.xen.org/
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set of its malware family. The detection threshold was γ = 0.7. That is, if either matching
produced a similarity score of 0.7 or greater, the malware was declared to be detected.
First, members of each training set were executed and tested. This test determined if
the WCSCBG and WCKOBG derived for a malware family are a good basis for identifying at least the members of the training set. Next, members of the test set were tested
to measure the effectiveness of detecting previously unknown malware binaries.

Family Name
Allaple
Agent
Mytob
Bagle
Mydoom
Netsky
Agobot

DATASET_1
DATASET_2
False Positive
Training Set
Test Set
Training Set
Test Set
WCSCBG WCKOBG WCSCBG WCKOBG WCSCBG WCKOBG WCSCBG WCKOBG WCSCBG WCKOBG
1.00
1.00
0.90
0.90
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.60
0.68
0.38
0.92
0.82
0.90
0.83
0.12
0.00
1.00
0.98
0.98
0.92
0.92
0.92
1.00
0.73
0.15
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.80
0.88
0.76
0.57
0.67
0.16
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.90
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.88
0.80
0.00
0.94
0.94
0.85
0.77
1.00
0.86
0.95
0.75
0.11
0.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.96
0.88
0.90
0.76
0.13
0.08

Figure 6.8: Detection rates (Dt ) and false positive rates (Fp ) for WCSCBG or WCKOBG,
respectively. (Θ=0.5, γ = 0.7)

(1) Detection Capability
Figure 6.7 shows the results of the proposed method. The average detection rate for
malware in the training set of DATASET 1 was 99%, with only 3 instances in the Netsky
family not correctly identified. 95% of malware in the training set of DATASET 2 were
correctly identified, with identification rates for individual families varying from 90% to
100%.
This same figure shows the results when applied to sample (malware) binaries in the
test sets. Average detection rates here for DATASET 1 and DATASET 2 were 87% and
84%, respectively. Except for the Agent family of DATASET 1 and the Bagle family of
DATASET 2, detection rates were over 80%. It is possible that malware instances were
misclassified in those families, creating problems for identification, as discussed in [60].
For instance, 11 of 30 malware instances classified in the Bagle family by the Kaspersky
A/V product were classified into the Allaple or Trojan families by the Anubis project,
and 3 samples in the set could not be classified.
Each binary in the set of 100 Windows application executables was tested against the
combined WCSCBG and WCKOBG of each malware family. The average false positive
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rate was 1%. Only the Agobot family showed a non-zero false positive rate.
The proposed method uses the combination of the WCSCBG and the WCKOBG to
achieve its results. An experiment was also run to investigate how effective each graph
alone was at detecting malware. Figure 6.8 shows the results for both datasets. In
general, the WCSCBG provides better detection rates than the use of the WCKOBG,
while the WCKOBG provides a lower false positive rate than the WCSCBG. These data
indicate the combination of the two provides the best results overall (high detection rates
with low false positive rates).
(2) Comparison
DATASET 1 was also used in [60] for evaluation purposes. That work used system call
traces with instruction logs to identify dataflow dependencies, while the method proposed
here uses only system call traces. The proposed method attained better detection rates
overall (99% vs. 93% for the training set, 87% vs. 64% for the test set) than [60]. In
addition, detection rates were equal or higher for every malware family. Furthermore, the
objective of the proposed method is totally different from theirs. We extract a common
behavioral graph from system call traces and kernel objects used.

500

Agent
Agobot
Allaple
Bagle
Mydoom
Mytob
Netsky

400

WCKOBG generation time (millisec)

WCSCBG generation time (millisec)
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300
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(a) WCSCBG
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80
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(b) WCKOBG

Figure 6.9: Generation time of weighted common behavioral graph (WCBG) according
to the number of malware samples
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(3) System Overhead
The proposed method causes overhead when collecting system call traces, and analyzing
them to build and match the behavior graphs. The overhead for system call tracing
primarily depends on the malware analysis framework, which in our case is Ether. Overhead of tracing also depends on the malware, especially how many system kernel services
are requested at runtime. For example, the system call tracing overhead was measured
for 10 malware instances belonging to the Bagle group. In the worst case, there was
approximately a 100% execution time penalty when collecting the traces. The overhead
includes the communications between the host and the guest operating systems and the
operations needed to store the traces in a file on the host machine.
Figure 6.4.2 presents the time to generate the WCSCBGs and WCKOBGs from collected system call traces, as a function of the number of binaries. Generally, the execution
time increased very slowly with increasing number of binaries, and was very modes (.1
seconds or less). The overhead of behavior graph construction is clearly very small, and
much less than for symbolic execution or taint tracing, two other popular techniques for
malware analysis.
Times for matching suspected malware with the constructed WCSCBGs and WCKOBGs were insignificant. The only part of the proposed method that incurs noticeable
overhead is system call tracing. This is the inevitable cost for the improved quality and
accuracy of dynamic analysis.

6.4.3

Other Properties of the Method

(1) Scalability
Figure 6.10 shows the sizes of the WCSCBGs and WCKOBGs for 3 of the malware
families. The HotPath for all 3 families and both types of behavioral graphs was fairly
small, ranging from 24 to 112 edges. For all 3 families, the HotPath is much smaller than
the complete WCKOBG for that family, showing that this behavior is highly indicative
of malware instances in that family.
An experiment was also run to investigate the affect on behavioral graph sizes of the
number of binaries used for their construction. The number of binaries was varied from
10 to 100 for this experiment. The results (not shown due to space limitations) indicate
there is virtually no change in either the size of the behavioral graphs, or in the size of
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Allaple
Mydoom
Netsky
WCSCBG WCKOBG WCSCBG WCKOBG WCSCBG WCKOBG
w = 1.0 (HotPath)
104
112
38
27
25
26
0.9!w<1.0
5
6
68
172
9
31
0.8!w<0.9
1
7
5
41
0
0
0.7!w<0.8
0
0
2
1
14
18
0.6!w<0.7
0
0
18
20
11
10
0.5!w<0.6
2
0
1
0
9
0
0.4!w<0.5
0
0
0
10
5
1
0.3!w<0.4
0
0
1
9
40
175
0.2!w<0.3
1
2
2
26
10
111
0.1!w<0.2
1
2
5
159
6
619
0.0!w<0.1
24
384
113
344
66
9722
Total Edges
138
513
253
809
195
10713
Family Name

Figure 6.10: Distribution of edges in WCBG. Each entry is the number of edges in each
of WCSCBG and WCKOBG which belongs to the weight range in the first column.
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Figure 6.11: Graph size variation of weighted common behavioral graph (WCBG) according to the number of malware samples (Θ = 0.5)

(2) Robustness
Since the proposed method relies on system calls for identification purposes, attacks that
target system call behavior may have an effect. A prime example would be the addition
or injection of gratuitous system calls. These do not affect the malicious behavior of the
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Figure 6.12: Detection rates against system call injection attack. (Θ=0.5, γ = 0.7)

malware, but simply attempt to obscure it. An experiment was run to measure the affect
of injected system calls on the ability of the propoed method to correctly detect malware.
In this experiment, system call traces of varying lengths were copied from traces of the
execution of benign (non-malware) applications. These copied traces were then pasted at
random places into the system call traces of malware instances, prior to the construction
of the WCSCBGs and WCKOBGs. The amount of copied system calls was varied from
0% to 100% of the length of the original malware system call trace. Following this,
unmodified (non-injected) system call traces of malware instances were used to derive
SCBGs and KOBGs, which were then matched against the (corrupted) WCSCBGs and
WCKOBGs.
Figure 6.12 shows the results. Detection rates decreased by roughly half (from 100%
to 50%) as the system calls injected approached 60% or more of the system calls in the
original malware execution trace. The HotPath for each malware family was modified
only a little by the injected calls, indicating the method is somewhat sensitive to “noise”
in the training data set. We return to this issue in section 6.5.
(3) Threshold Selection
The proposed scheme has two major parameters, Θ (which affects the size of the common
behavioral graph) and γ (which controls the sensitivity of malware detection). The
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system performance is not significantly impacted by Θ since the HotPath is not changed
according to the number of binaries shown in Figure 6.10. The higher the value of Θ,
the higher the similarity between the WCBG and the behavior graph will likely be. γ
determines whether a program is regarded as malicious or not. The value of γ used in
section 6.4 was selected based on experimentation. As demonstrated in Figure 6.7, most
of the binaries in the training set for each of the data sets showed more than 95% detection
rates with the γ value of 0.7. Based on the results, each of the two different test sets was
detected with around 90% detection rates except for Agent family of DATASET 1 and
Bagle family of DATASET 2.
One could also increase the size of the HotPath by including edges for which the
weight is less than 1. The edges with w = 1 in WCBG is an obvious characteristic in
the malware family since 100% of the binaries in the training set share such behaviors
(subgraphs). However, the edges of which weight is greater than some value less than 1
could also be included in the HotPath. If a value of .9 is used, the false positive rate of
detection can be reduced to 0%.
There is a way to select such parameters in an automated fashion. While generating a
common behavioral graph in the training set, the parameter values can be automatically
chosen when the proposed method achieves 100% detection rate for a given training set.
However, there should be a desirable standard (i.e. minimum and maximum values) to
achieve correct common behavioral graphs. By the experimental results in Section 6.4, Θ
should be between 0.2 and 0.5, and γ should be from 0.5 and 1.0. In addition, HotPath
should include those edges having w = 1, and possibly having 0.9 < w ≤ 1.0

6.5

Limitations

This section discusses the limitations of and possible evasion techniques against the proposed method. We suggest possible solutions to address these limitation.
Obfuscation of System Call Traces
The proposed method extracts two different behavioral graphs, using just system call
traces. To obfuscate the original system calls, attackers could modify the source code,
or rewrite the binary, to inject extra system calls or reorder system calls. The latter
is problematic, as it may affect the desired behavior of the malware. The former is
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challenging, in that it adds overhead and may also impact the desired function of the
malware if not done carefully. In addition, if extra system calls are added randomly
and independently to each binary, they will have little effect on the common behavior
and will therefore not affect the detection rate significantly. To be more resilient against
such system call injection attacks, instead of exact graph matching, the proposed method
could use error-tolerant subgraph isomorphism for the graph matching of HotPath, as
suggested in [52, 112, 79].
Another possible evasion technique is to modify kernel object names to be as different
as possible for different malware instances. However, the objects that are accessed or
modified by malware are meaningful parts of their behavior (registry keys, files, processes,
etc.), and therefore modifying them may be difficult.
For other attacks that obfuscate the system call traces, more powerful techniques of
analysis may be required, including symbolic execution, taint propagation, control flow
analysis, and program slicing. These techniques all come with a substantial overhead
cost, however.
Selection of Training Set
To extract a common behavior for a group, it is important for performance that the
training set should consist of closely related instances [98, 34]. The selection of a suitable
training set is a critical problem in the clustering literature [30] . We suggest that the
proposed method should be applied after classifying the training set into malware families.
There are a number of existing methods concerning malware classification [9, 11, 67] that
can be used for this purpose.
Execution Tracing
Methods of purely dynamic analysis are limited by the execution behavior of the suspect
programs. If important behavior is not exercised by the execution environment, detection
capabilities may be degraded. In last, the proposed method has a limitation of dynamic
analysis which can observe partial behavior. The use of various techniques to explore all
possible paths [19, 73] to construct a more comprehensive system call trace is a possible
future direction.
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6.6

Concluding Remarks

This chapter proposed a new method for detecting malicious software (malware) instances. The method collects system call traces during execution of programs in a
virtualized environment. From each trace, a kernel object behavioral graph (KOBG)
is produced, representing the kernel objects that are accessed, and their dependencies.
The KOBGs of a group of malware instances in the same family are combined into a
Weighted Common Behavioral Graph (WCBG). This includes a special subgraph, the
HotPath, that occurs in all instances of the family. The KOBG of suspicious software is
compared with the WCBG for a family to detect if the executable is malicious.
The method was shown to be more accurate than other approaches on malware collected from the wild. The method has substantially lower execution cost, and is scalable
to large collections of malware. In addition, the method does not require a large-scale
malware database for malware detection [52].
The proposed method has the same limitations as other methods based on dynamic
analysis, which observe only partial behavior of an executable. The use of various techniques to explore most or all possible execution paths [19, 73] would improve the accuracy
of this method, at the expense of greater overhead.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the proposed methods in this dissertation. Future directions
are also discussed for each of the proposed methods in this dissertation.

7.1

Conclusion

This dissertation presents possible defense methods against bots and botnets. First, the
proposed new timing-based watermarking schemes are able to trace back a botmaster
after modifying them slightly . To avoid punishment, a botmaster tends to hide their
malicious activities through stepping stones. Tracing the origin of the botmaster can
be the first place to mitigate botnet-driven threats. The adaptive watermarking scheme
is presented by adapting the embedding watermark to the timing characteristics of the
interactive traffic based on packet timings and packet sizes. Second, this dissertation proposed a bot command identification system (BotTee) that might be the most promising
approach to protect our properties from botnets because a number of bots in a botnet
launch the same attack by executing bot commands at the same time. To identify each
behavior and to find potential victims, a special correlation engine is developed on the
basis of a common subsequence algorithm and a standard correlation method. Therefore,
BotTee identifies all bot behaviors on a hosts, and this attacking points from botnet are
also detected easily through the analysis of bot behaviors.
Finally, this dissertation presented the two different methods to extract common
behavior through static analysis or dynamic analysis. The detection of bots or malicious
programs is the easiest defense method to stop a compromised host from involving any
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threats in the Internet. These approaches are based on the fact that most bot or malware
programs are derivatives from other variants. Because of this fact, they have the same or
similar functions to perform their same objectives. The proposed approach first combines
static analysis with a data-mining technique. The technique is used to identify the most
promising patterns to represent the given bot class. From the experiments, this method
showed a high detection rate with a small set of patterns. Moreover, this approach is
more robust to a type of data attack that deliberately inserts junk code (not important
to the exploits intended function) than other malware detectors using semantic patterns.
The other malware detection method relies upon dynamic analysis (run-time instrumentation in a sandbox environment) to collect system call traces. Previously-collected
malware instances (the training set) which have already been classified into families are
used to construct common behavior graphs. An execution path that is common to all
malware instances in a family is called the HotPath, representing critical behavior of
the malware. Matching the execution trace of an unknown binary against the common
behavioral graphs is the basis for detecting malicious code. This method detected malware collected from the wild with substantially lower execution cost. This method is also
scalable to large collections of malware.

7.2

Future Work

Based on my research accomplishments during my Ph.D. study, I would like to develop
a real-time botnet tracking system starting from a host-based bot detection system to
a botmaster tracking system in botnets. I have developed various techniques focusing
on these specific topics, such as traceback, botnets, and worm detection. First, I have
proposed a new watermarking scheme that works against various attackers’ countermeasures; this scheme finds the origin of an attack. Second, I have created an identification
system of bot commands executed on a compromised host; these commands are issued
by remote attackers in order to control a group of bots (autonomous malicious software)
connected to the Internet. Lastly, I have also proposed new methods of identifying common characteristics for worm detection through either static or dynamic analysis. These
above mentioned schemes will be discussed in more detail as follows. In addition, a new
direction is presented to develop a real-time botnet tracking system.
1. Active Timing-based Watermarking for Traceback: Our research group has
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developed an active watermarking technique which traces attack traffic through
stepping stones (intermediate hosts). First, we have improved the active watermarking scheme by embedding a stronger watermark in real-time traffic against
random delay which obfuscates the traffic timing. The proposed new interval-based
watermarking should be improved against various attackers’ countermeasures, like
random delay, chaff (extra packets), etc. The interval-based watermarking scheme
is a promising solution to trace the botnet traffic. However, the traffic volume in
botnets is significantly lower than one for the typical interactive connections. The
current watermarking scheme needs to be revised to encode a watermark bit with
a small number of packets. To improve the interval-based watermarking methods,
the previous method of the botmaster traceback [86, 87] is used.
2. Bot Command Identification: I have proposed a method of identifying the highlevel bot commands executed by each bot on a compromised host through run-time
monitoring of bot executions. This scheme captures run-time Windows API call
behavior and shows that the same bot commands have the same call patterns with
high correlation. Based on this observation, I have developed a system to identify each bot behavior by differentiating various bot commands through Windows
API hooking. The scheme automatically detects each behavior without human
inspection and code analysis. Bot command identification is a basis for mitigating various Internet threats that result from botnets, a network of compromised
hosts. In my ongoing work, I am designing a client-side reporting system that can
recognize real bot activities and real victims targeted by botnets by sharing the
information with other sites. If the huge number of botnets cannot be eliminated
completely, it is significant to protect potential victims from botnets. To achieve
this, I first make a complete monitoring system for botnets by improving this initial monitoring system for specific bot commands. The detection of victims can
be achieved by monitoring active bots carefully since all the threats come from
individual bots in botnets. In addition, to make the current system robust against
any possible evasion techniques, a kernel-level hooking should be used, instead of
a user-level hooking. However, since high-level bot commands may or may not
use OS service, the proposed method should be used by graph matching, instead
of sequence matching. In addition, this method should focus on important bot
commands related to attacks, such as DDoS, spam, identity theft, etc.
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3. Clustering Common Semantic Patterns for Metamorphic Worm Detection: I have presented a clustering method that finds common semantic patterns
through static analysis (disassembly) to find a solution against strong obfuscation
techniques. A semantic pattern for each malicious program is represented by a set
of sub-semantic patterns which summarize the structural and functional information about how a single system call is made. To extract common semantic patterns,
first, this scheme generates a set of semantic patterns through control flow and data
flow analysis. Second, it measures the similarity between a pair of two semantic patterns. Third, based on the similarity, this scheme groups a set of malware instances
with higher similarity, which indicates analogous behavior. Lastly, from each of
the groups, the scheme generates common semantic patterns through hierarchical
clustering. The resulting common semantic patterns are resilient against any obfuscated variants, and the number of common semantic patterns needed for the
detection is dramatically reduced. As future work, instead of similarity measurement, I improve this scheme by using graph theory and static analysis. Through
control flow and data flow analysis, a semantic graph for each block can be generated. The semantic graph is more robust against strong obfuscation techniques.
4. Common Behavioral Graph Generation for Malware Classes: I have developed a new method that automatically generates a common behavioral graph representing the execution behavior of a family of malware instances through dynamic
analysis. To construct one common behavioral graph, this method executes each
malicious program in a sandbox environment (virtualization) and collects system
calls and their argument values. Second, based on this information, this method
extracts individual behavioral graphs for system call dependency and kernel object
dependency, respectively. Lastly, based on graph clustering, the scheme clusters
one common behavioral graph for each set of system call behavioral graphs and
kernel object behavioral graphs. The resulting common behavioral graph is directly used to detect any variants in any set of malware family. This method is
highly scalable because the common behavioral graph is consistent regardless of the
number of malware instances added. It does not require expensive memory tracing
like symbolic execution and taint analysis. The experimental results have been
better than with other previously proposed methods on recent malware instances.
Following this work, I will keep developing further solutions by improving this cur-
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rent method. Clustering memory dependency graphs through a programing slicing
technique makes the scheme more robust against possible evasion techniques, like
system call reordering, object name alteration, etc.
To derive the high quality of common behavior for the last two methods, it is essential
to devise a method to classify any malware into a family with similar behavior based
on the improvement of the previous malware classification tool. Commercial anti-virus
software is not very good at classifying malware [9]. To overcome the limitation of
signatures, researchers have turned to analysis of malware behavior. This analysis may
be static (using disassembly of the binary) [125, 52, 110, 64] or dynamic (executing
the suspicious code in a protected environment) [60, 11]. Runtime (dynamic) analysis
of malware behavior is the most powerful technique, but previous methods have used
expensive processing steps such as memory tracing (taint analysis), symbolic execution,
and program slicing.
The proposed methods above will be a primary step to develop a real-time botnet
tracking system. The last two accomplishments aim to detect bots by combining static
analysis with dynamic analysis. By doing so, any bot variants can be detected under
evasion techniques, such as metamorphism and polymorphism. The detection of bot
commands on the host-side can be helpful to detect botnet traffic on the network-side.
Starting from the detection for bots or bot commands at an end host, a new active
watermarking system, which is modified by the interval-based watermarking, can trace
back the origin of botmaster or C&C servers. The detection of C&C servers is important
to stop botnet-driven threats.
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